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Executive Summary

This document will serve as a comprehensive guide meant for readers of any skill level 
or maturity that are managing security of applications and services deployed on the 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) public cloud. This will both be a direct resource for advanced 
practitioners who are far along in their data-driven security journey as well as a roadmap 
for entry-level professionals looking for the next thing to learn. Additionally, this 
document is an unofficial manifesto for Security Data Operations (SecDataOps), which 
the author created as both a mental model and organizational structure for data-driven 
security programs. 

Vulnerability management and SecDataOps are complex and opinionated fields with many 
approaches and this eBook aspires to be your guidebook. In this document our “Concept 
of Operations (CONOPS)” is to cover history and background of ubiquitous vulnerability 
management (hereafter referred to as TVM, or Threat & Vulnerability Management) 
terminology, discuss formative technology services in the AWS Cloud, walkthrough 
specific data capture tasks, define data engineering and architectural considerations, and 
formulate metrics along with potential business use cases and outcomes.

Metrics will be directly correlated to ones that can be used for Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) 
for your security program as well as operational excellence metrics for demonstrating 
maturity of a SecDataOps program. There is a blend of theoretical and hands-on guidance 
along with considerations at strategic levels for security and data leaders as well as 
operational metrics for more hands-on folks (and the 3 or so hands-on CISOs out there). 
Again, regardless of the skill level of the reader, this eBook will cater to all.

Code snippets, and in some cases links to complete code examples in a Lightspin-managed 
GitHub repository, will be provided using Python 3.9 and the AWS Software Development 
Kit (SDK) for Python, named Boto3. While Lightspin is a graph-based Cloud Native 
Application Protection Platform (CNAPP) that provides TVM capabilities for virtual 
machines, containers, and Kubernetes clusters – this entire blog is oriented around AWS-
native services and solely on virtual machines of any kind running on AWS’ Infrastructure-
as-a-Service solution: Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and will not cover container 
or software dependency-related TVM activities. Many of the metrics, data engineering 
tasks, and enrichment use cases are likely compatible with any vendor tool you use, 
provided you can access the raw vulnerability and coverage data from those tools.

https://aws.amazon.com/what-is-aws/?nc2=h_ql_le_int
https://aws.amazon.com/developer/tools/
https://aws.amazon.com/developer/tools/
https://aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-python/
https://blog.lightspin.io/cloud-security/agentless-scanning
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/


Introduction

For the last few years, mostly recently going back to 2019 when governments around 
the world shutdown and cybercrime was on a meteoric rise, more attention started to 
be paid to vulnerability management as a “frontline” risk treatment activity – again. 
Long relegated to running scans, getting large reports, and having your exhausted SOC 
Analysts and Security Project Managers run around with them begging product teams to 
patch vulnerabilities – thoughts on the matter started to (rightfully) change. Attitudes 
on relying solely on network scanners and other antiquated agent-based solutions not 
adaptable to the ephemeral nature of the cloud, started to sour. Attitudes regarding using 
Common Vulnerability & Exposure (CVE) metadata or Common Vulnerability Scoring 
System (CVSS) scores to orient the work and efficacy of your vulnerability management 
program likewise began to sour. 

The collective “sour grapes” around threat & vulnerability management laid the 
foundation for contextualized and risk-aware activities rather than working from a 
descending-list of severity-ordered vulnerabilities. Contextualization considers several 
different factors: Exploit availability or the specific ease-of-exploitation of a vulnerability, 
the network boundaries of an asset, identity attributes of an asset, operating system 
and workload metadata, and the business context of an asset – i.e., what product does it 
belong to and what is the criticality and risk appetite for that business? All attributes are 
important and must be weighed, but vulnerability management teams and security teams 
as whole quickly realized they may not have access to that data let alone the power to 
harness that data and contextualize it in a meaningful way.

Many commercial and open-source vulnerability management tools are not properly 
setup to account for this multi-faceted context. Some of this is because the tool cannot be 
expected to understand the intent or context of any individual business, however, many 
lack actionable intelligence or an understanding of network and identity context beyond 
a very simplified, binary view. To further complicate matters, most legacy vulnerability 
management tools are not aware of cloud boundaries or other cloud-native constructs and 
cannot properly scale their antiquated per-agent licensing model to adapt. Many of the 
APIs are non-performant and they rely heavily on the end-users shouldering the load of 
exporting and providing their own processing and enrichment. The same antiquated and 
agent-based tools have several hour latencies of reporting back to the central server and 
in some cases the API cannot scale to return all the information. While some tools have 
adapted, none are perfect, and these vendors certainly are not racing out to arm end-users 
with the required knowledge.

https://www.cve.org/About/History
https://www.first.org/cvss/
https://www.first.org/cvss/
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Here, we see the concept of converting security teams into Security Data Operations 
(SecDataOps) teams begin to emerge. This may not be a formalized reporting structure 
under the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), but rather both an operating model 
and a "joint task force” approach that horizontally exists across multiple persons and/
or teams within and outside of the security program. The key concept is that security 
teams need to quickly become proficient in data analysis, data engineering, data science, 
and business intelligence skills and take full ownership for relevant data, operating the 
required systems and processes, and truly understanding their business and what priority 
intelligence requirements & intelligence products are required to successfully triage and 
treat risks. It is not good enough to rely on vendor tooling and binary control-oriented 
metrics as an apparatus in which to treat risk.

Besides the not-so-simple-to-learn technical skills, this SecDataOps function needs to be 
able to operate data as if it was another business cost center. Strategic enterprise resource 
planning to set Capex and OpEx budgets to hire, develop and retain staff. Enterprise 
portfolio management that feeds to individual projects within a security program to 
pick capabilities to enable with data along with building consensus on operational 
management, performance & quality management, and the rigor that goes along 
with maintaining codebases. This also means dogfooding security capabilities such as 
Application & Product Security for your own products. The hard part is articulating to “So 
What” and “What Next” to the business, as security is not a profit center, SecDataOps will 
need to be subsidized in some way by the business.

This means casting the curtains back from how you operate, being self-critical, and 
projecting the cost benefit of your SecDataOps program. That means understanding 
technology business management & security performance metrics – such as how long 
does it take to remediate X of Y Class of weaknesses or misconfigurations and how much 
effort is held by other product teams. If you can articulate the current cost or human 
capital expended over a period, it is not hard to articulate the improved timelines to 
remediation that a SecDataOps program (fully matured) can show. This also requires 
a strong cast of leaders – not only the CISO – as it is rare to find a security leader who 
possesses all the strong security, data, technical, and business skills. This may mean 
partnering with another key leader, bringing in consultants, and other mechanisms in 
which to “cross the T’s, and dot the I’s” so to speak.

SecDataOps fully matured is a security team/task force that has full engineering and 
operational ownership of all data and related intelligence products from collection through 
dissemination, in addition to the processes and tools from which they are borne (if it 
makes sense for them to own it). The SecDataOps organization are not only multi-domain 



security subject matter experts (SME) but are SMEs in data analysis, data engineering, data 
science, machine learning, and business intelligence. This includes ownership of related 
processes and technologies to support these new roles and treating it with the same rigor as 
an internal product or software development organization.

In SecDataOps, relevant risks are quantified and qualified with data, the data is self-
serviceable with associated quality metrics being established and followed. This function 
will contain traditional data-proficient job positions that are likely externally hired, outside 
of well-optimized teams. The expectation that a security engineer who is responsible 
for many capabilities including threat & vulnerability management to also pick up data 
engineering or database architecture skills is a recipe for disaster by attrition.

From a strategic and organizational perspective, SecDataOps functions may answer into 
a CISO or a yet-to-be-determined Deputy CISO-like position such as a Chief Security 
Innovation Officer. A SecDataOps team cannot and must not report into non-security 
leadership but may have “dotted-line” advisory oversight from CIOs, CTOs, or Chief 
Data Scientists as appropriate as the function scales. CISOs, especially in high-regulated 
industries or larger companies, often pushback against the notion that they must remain 
technical however, a CISO who does not understand the many facets of harnessing data for 
risk treatment will not be successful in leading nor hiring for the SecDataOps function. The 
CISO may still appoint a Chief Security Innovation Officer who has those skills if they cannot 
fill in the role themselves, and an organizational chart as well as related processes and 
technology may look like the below diagram.
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In the case where a CISO is too technical and weak on the “data side,” would leave the 
function susceptible to take over from other technical leaders who thoroughly lack 
the needed security acumen to likewise be successful. This is yet another reason why a 
SecDataOps team may not be an official function and remains as a horizontal task force 
until required proficiencies are gained organically or through external hiring and consultancy.

In this document we will explore strategic and operational considerations for SecDataOps 
simultaneously and later provided a guided experience for how SecDataOps applied to 
Threat & Vulnerability Management (TVM) on AWS would look like. In the next major 
section “Setting the Stage”, you will be introduced to several concepts such as vulnerability 
management terms, TVM as a discipline, AWS services and operational data excellence metrics.

Before getting started with the walkthrough on what data to collect and how to build out 
your architecture to support it, it is important to level-set on the various services you will 
be using as well as discuss terminology (and its history) that will be used. If you are already 
familiar with AWS services such as Amazon Systems Manager and Amazon Inspector and 
already familiar with terms such as CVE and CVSS, you can skip the next two sub-sections.

On Vulnerability Terminology (CVEs, CVSS, EPSS, SBOMs) and 
Vulnerability Management as a Discipline

When you hear vulnerabilities, you may automatically think of the Common Vulnerability 
and Exposure, or CVE. CVEs are unique identifiers that classify a specific vulnerability 
against a specific software package that specifies a version (or range of versions) and 
serves as a lingua franca when discussing, sharing, and correlating information about 
a vulnerability. Simply put, an actual vulnerability refers to any weakness, flaw, 
misconfiguration or other defect about a specific software, firmware, and/or hardware 
component that can negatively affect the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of an 
impacted component or service. 

This can range from something completely esoteric such as playing a 
specific 1980s hit song to destroy a magnetic hard disk drive (HDD) or 
using a gyroscope and a flux capacitor to steal radio waves and capture 
data in transit. These vulnerabilities can also be incredibly easy such as 
simply changing the parameters provided to an application to get back 

Setting the Stage
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another customer’s data, or it can be the presence of an application-specific attack such 
as SQL Injection or Cross Site Scripting (XSS).

When folks in industry refer to the CVE, they are referring to the CVE 
Identifier which is an alphanumeric designation for the vulnerability 
in question that always begins with “CVE”, contains the year the 
vulnerability was disclosed, and followed up with a unique number. 
For instance, CVE-2014-0160 refers to the vulnerability within the 
OpenSSL software that allowed the encryption to be circumvented 
by adversaries. It was disclosed in 2014, but it was not necessarily the 
160th vulnerability disclosed. CVE-2014-0160 was also known as 
“Heartbleed.” Sometimes CVEs will get monikers attached to them 
by researchers or journalists, but that is the exception not the rule.

CVEs are the preferred identifier as specifiers of vulnerabilities and were recommended 
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in “NIST Special 
Publication (SP) 800-51, Use of the CVE Vulnerability Naming Scheme,” which was initially 
released in 2002 and updated in 2011, according to CVE’s website. CVE is known for 
having primarily United States Government sponsors and affiliations, such as with NIST 
and MITRE Corporation, having been used in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) 
– but it is largely a global community-driven effort. 

CVEs are tied to another NIST product, the Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) 
Dictionary which “…is a structured naming scheme for information technology systems, 
software, and packages. Based upon the generic syntax for Uniform Resource Identifiers 
(URI), CPE includes a formal name format, a method for checking names against a 
system, and a description format for binding text and tests to a name.” Just as the 
CVEs have an identifier schema and metadata so to do CPEs which refer to the specific 
hardware, software, or firmware the CVE is associated with. 

Software Bill of Materials (SBOMs)

CPEs and other conventions for the categorization, identification, and taxonomy 
of software packages brings up another concept which has taken the forefront in 
modern TVM programs: the Software Bill of Materials (SBOMs). Several high-profile 
vulnerabilities and adversary actions have come off the back of supply chain security 
issues, where an adversary attacks near the inception of the “supply chain” of software 
that is used in other software or attacks a widely adopted technology. This acts as a 
force multiplication vector for adversaries where they can attack multiple organizations 

https://owasp.org/www-community/attacks/SQL_Injection
https://owasp.org/www-community/attacks/xss/
https://cve.mitre.org/news/archives/2014/news.html#may012014_CVE_Identifier_CVE_2014_0160_Cited_in_Numerous_Security_Advisories_and_News_Media_References_about_the_Heartbleed_Vulnerability
https://www.theregister.com/2014/04/09/heartbleed_vuln_analysis/
https://www.nist.gov/index.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/products/cpe
https://www.nist.gov/itl/executive-order-14028-improving-nations-cybersecurity/software-security-supply-chains-software-1
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across nearly any industry boundary using a specific tool or product. This has caused the 
United States government to issue multiple decrees pushing for Federal agencies and 
contractors to adopt SBOMs as a presupposed anodyne to software supply chain security issues.

At its core, the SBOM is akin to having an ingredients label 
on a food product, such as instant noodles or pancake mix, 
along with provenance data about all the ingredients and 
how they are introduced. For instance, instant noodles 
may have flour and eggs in it and in this scenario, you’d be 
able to figure out where the flour and eggs came from. You 
can also find transient ingredients that are introduced by 
others such as preservatives like citric acid. The various 
SBOM standards (well, data formats) such as CycloneDX 
and SPDX rely on similar functionality as a TVM sensor or 
agent to retrieve the CPEs of all installed software from 

package management tools and operating system libraries. Where the SBOM differs from 
a TVM tool is that the TVM tools typically only keep the CPEs because they related to a CVE 
or other vulnerability identifier (e.g., an advisory from a specific vendor or consortium) 
where the SBOM will consume all CPEs in a system. With the transient example in mind, the 
SBOMs can detect when a library installs other software libraries it may depend on and build 
that linkage.

In a world where traditional TVM tools are not accounting for transient or interdependent 
pieces of software being installed, an SBOM can be combined with CVE and other 
vulnerability repository data to generate a TVM report atop the SBOM itself instead 
of a separate artifact. SBOMs may also serve as an early warning system where a piece 
of software has a defect not tracked as a CVE or that is otherwise reported on as being 
susceptible to an attack at some point in the future. SBOMs come with their own issues, 
notably that there is not community consensus of which “flavor” of SBOM to use or which 
format (XML or JSON) is typically appropriate – though most tools support both. There 
is not a single unified tool that supports creation of SBOMs for every type of system and 
package manager or operating system and it is still up to a team to combine these and 
retrieve vulnerability data separately. A mature SecDataOps team could certainly build this, 
but the accuracy and provenance issue of these artifacts is like standard TVM tools in that if 
your asset management practices are poor so too will be your SBOMs.

Another term that has become synonymous with both TVM, SBOMs, and CVEs is the 
Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) which is a blend of a qualitative and 
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quantitative classification of “…the principal characteristics of a vulnerability and produce 
a numerical score reflecting its severity” and is maintained by the CVSS Special Interest 
Group (SIG) organized underneath the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams 
(FIRST) Incorporated. There have been multiple iterations of CVSS, with version 3.1 still 
being used as of the time this resource has been published (March 2023).

CVSS is often known for its decimal value, which is on a scale of 0 to 10.0, with 10.0 being 
the most egregious and critical of vulnerabilities, and the subsequent qualitative labels 
of Low, Medium, High, and Critical which correlate to specific ranges of scores. This is an 
unfair analysis of CVSS which is becoming more and more derided each day, as the scoring 
components are well documented and go through quite a bit of effort to achieve the 
overall scoring. You will explore reasons why this derision exists, and is justifiable, but it 
is well worth your time to read through the version 3.1 scoring specification and explore 
examples of its demonstrable rigor. To be fair, most users use the scoring value without 
much attention being paid to the individual elements which are in turned used by yet 
another FIRST SIG who developed the Exploit Prediction Scoring System (EPSS).

The EPSS score is based on a custom machine learning model that considers CVSS data, 
labeling and free text analysis of the CVE, associated reports, as well as the existence of 
publicly available exploit code snippets and other threat management signatures from 
a subset of vendors. EPSS then uses all these disparate data points to come up with a 
float between 0 and 1 (scaling from to 0 to 100%) of the likelihood of a specific CVE being 

SBOM investigation example in the Lightspin Platform showing correlated vulnerabilities

https://www.first.org/cvss/
https://www.first.org/cvss/
https://www.first.org/about/history
https://www.first.org/about/history
https://www.first.org/cvss/v3.1/specification-document
https://www.first.org/epss/
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exploited based on common heuristics within a given timebox such as 30 days. EPSS seeks 
to provide a better scoring mechanism that TVM teams can use to prioritize treatment 
efforts as the EPSS SIG benchmarked that mature organizations could only address up to 
20% of outstanding vulnerabilities in a month.

EPSS does have its own issues, notably, the data that is collected and the model are 
not open despite EPSS being described as “open”. This means that mature TVM and 
SecDataOps programs cannot take advantage of underlying data for their own usage 
or carefully benchmark their own machine learning or statistical algorithms against 
EPSS. Additionally, EPSS seeks to answer a question which may not matter to a team at 
all, is the vulnerability likely to be exploited. The scoring is on a percentage scale which 
is not the same as a definitive answer and it does not consider any asset- or business-
specific metadata. To be fair, CVSS nor any other vendor scoring takes that metadata into 
consideration, but it is far more important than a notional and closed source model.

When starting off, a team may have luck with rank-ordering CVEs by EPSS and CVSS data, 
but they should seek to mature their processes for treatment and data collection beyond 
relying on an external consortium’s opinionated scoring methodologies. Even if a CVE is 
considered critical and EPSS computes it is highly likely that an adversary may attempt to 
exploit the CVE, if the asset it is on is buried within the DMZ of a company and exists on a 
non-production, non-regulated environment it does not meet muster to be considered 
truly critical.

Concerning Vulnerability Management as a discipline, it typically lives within Product 
Security (ProdSec), Application Security (AppSec), a Security Operations Center, or 
even underneath Information Technology. Sometimes it is referred to as Threat and 
Vulnerability Management (TVM) to disambiguate from the typical definition of the VM 
acronym: Virtual Machine. 

Regardless of what it’s called, TVM is the domain which identifies, analyzes, and manages 
vulnerabilities to all infrastructure within the purview of an organization. TVM teams can 
also extend to covering vulnerabilities which exist in source code, code dependencies, and/or 
containers – but these areas may be a shared responsibility with a ProdSec or AppSec team. 
The TVM team may also be responsible for the operations and maintenance of scanners and/
or agents which may or may not include installation, tuning (exceptions, rule creation), as well 
as generation, analysis, and dissemination of reports. The team may also oversee managing 
the SecDataOps workload that is defined in this document. It is important to note that a TVM 
program should not and does not beget a Patch Management team. 
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There are all manners of patches which include performance improvements, capability 
expansion, and non-security related bugfixes – a TVM program should know to 
disambiguate between them all and know that even the most critical of vulnerabilities 
can still fall in second place to a priority patch. Depending on the risk appetite and overall 
prioritization of a business, critical security patches may not be able to be applied at all due 
to a dependency on a specific version of software or firmware that will lead to a greater loss 
to the business than a potential cyber event. So, in a way, TVM programs are equal parts 
advisory and educational as well as operational because understanding the nuances and 
risk appetite of the business is much more important in the grand scheme than even the 
most advanced and comprehensive metrics being provided.

In this section we covered more well-known TVM terminologies and theories such as CVEs, 
CPEs, SBOMs as well as CVSS and EPSS scoring. We also covered the responsibility areas and 
formation of a TVM along with the reasons why they should be distinct from your patch 
management organization. In the next section we will lightly cover the major AWS services 
that will be explored in this text.
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On AWS Services
Multiple AWS Services are used for this guide and this 
section covers high-level information and purposes of 
them. For those experienced with AWS services at the 
100-level, you may likely skip this section.

As required, additional information such as architectures 
and usage are provided during relevant sections as well as potential alternatives. Other 
services are mentioned without detail as well for the sake of brevity and focus. From a 
wider security engineering and SecDataOps excellence perspective, deep understanding 
of the services from a financial and limitations view will lend itself greatly to business 
justifications and picking the right services for any solutions members of your security 
program may build.

AWS Identity and Access Management (AWS IAM):

https://aws.amazon.com/iam/
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AWS Organizations

IAM is a foundational service within the AWS Cloud that defines the who or what can access 
services and resources within AWS. Anytime you use AWS you are interacting with IAM, 
directly or indirectly, as it defines fine-grained permissions of interactivity and serves as 
the apparatus in which actual people identities and machine identities are authenticated 
and authorized. In this guide you will define IAM Roles that are used by various components 
to cross account-level boundaries, provide permissions to access data stored in other 
services, and to provide temporary access to permissions.

Organizations is the central AWS Account management service allowing you to create 
and organize Accounts into discrete units of logic called Organization Units (OUs). OUs 
can mirror your business’ actual divisional breakdown as well as add logical separation 
for different development environments and is a security and financial best practice. 
Organizations also allow for the application of top-down policies named Service Control 
Policies (SCPs) which allow you to explicitly deny or allow specific actions in your AWS cloud 
environments. Lastly, Organizations can delegate administrative rights of AWS services 
which are “aware” of the Organizational structure and are implicitly able to work across 
Account borders – Amazon Inspector is one such service. The latter part is all you will 
concentrate on.

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2)

EC2 is an infrastructure-as-a-service offering which offers virtual machines of nearly any size and 
scale to end-users for running web, application, database, and file servers, run containers, among 
many other use cases. EC2 instances are available in nearly any architecture and operating system 
flavor and are also used by other AWS Cloud services such as Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR), 
AWS Batch, and AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) as managed nodes. Other AWS services allow 
you to migrate your current virtualized fleet which may run on Microsoft Hyper-V, VMWare ESXi, 

https://aws.amazon.com/organizations/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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or other public cloud technologies. Unless your company runs every single workload on serverless 
technologies such as AWS Lambda or AWS Fargate, you are likely using an EC2 instance somewhere 
and need to secure them.

AWS Systems Manager (AWS SSM)

SSM is a multi-featured management solution within AWS that is a suite compromising of 
inter-related, but distinct, features. SSM struts multiple capability sets that are useful to both 
IT and Security teams such as operations, configuration, change, patch, application, and asset 
management. SSM provides hybrid-cloud enablement by usage of its core feature: the SSM Agent, 
which is a small program that can run on Windows, MacOS, Linux, and specific IOT devices and 
provides information about the installed programs, packages, filesystems, and is how the various 
capabilities such as patch and asset management are carried out. Security teams will be most 
interested in the capabilities delivered by the SSM Agent such as inventory, patch management, 
and remote connectivity providing a secure bastion service and the ability to run remote code. SSM 
usage is required to use the AWS Cloud’s vulnerability management solution: Amazon Inspector.

Amazon Inspector

https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
https://aws.amazon.com/fargate/
https://aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/ssm-agent.html
https://aws.amazon.com/inspector/
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Inspector is the AWS Cloud’s first-party vulnerability management service that works with AWS 
SSM to scan AWS workloads running on EC2 to continually discover and classify vulnerabilities. 
Inspector can additionally scan containerized workloads for vulnerabilities. Inspector is 
integrated with AWS Organizations to allow for central management and auditing of vulnerability 
management activities across all AWS Accounts. Inspector is also integrated with several services 
such as Amazon EventBridge which allows near real-time streaming of the results of scans 
and newly found vulnerabilities, and Amazon S3 for uploading point-in-time, bulk reports of 
vulnerability findings. 

Amazon EventBridge

EventBridge (formerly known as Amazon CloudWatch Events) is described as a “serverless event 
router.” Within AWS, nearly every service outputs at least one payload in JSON format for CloudTrail 
events and other important events within the service itself. For instance, EventBridge events from 
EC2 include when new instances are started or stopped and Inspector passes events about new 
findings, scan results, and new coverage. EventBridge also supports non-AWS events and can be 
lightly integrated with AWS Organizations by granting permissions to your AWS Organization to 
send events to it – allowing for multi-account and multi-region use cases where the parsing of near 
real-time events is important.

https://aws.amazon.com/eventbridge/
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AWS Lambda

Lambda is AWS’ serverless, event-driven service that will run nearly any code or application without 
needing to provision and manage server infrastructure such as EC2. Lambda can be triggered 
off over 200 different AWS and third-party SaaS applications for use cases such as data stream 
processing, file processing, messaging, and serving as a backend for Internet of Things (IOT), 
mobile, and modern web applications. Lambdas are well suited for event-driven services but can 
also be used to execute discrete business logic for certain batch jobs if they can finish within 15 
minutes. Lambda benefits from AWS IAM and can integrate with several services to bridge together 
AWS and non-AWS backends such as HTTP or GraphQL APIs and more. Lambda supports several 
popular code runtime environments such as Rust, Python 3.9 and .NET Core and supports both 
ARM64 and AMD64 architectures for ultimate flexibility.

There are services that will be explored in later sections and more details on the services will be 
explored too. I cannot stress enough the importance of understanding the architectural, financial, 
and other limitations and features of independent services as you build out your security program 
to handle (near) real-time and batch big data to improve security outcomes and risk management 
activities. In the next section you will learn about defining operational and strategic metrics to 
measure the excellence of your burgeoning SecDataOps program.

https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/


On Defining Data Excellence (Operational Metrics)

When starting a data-related project within your organization you must identify 
the data source, the required metadata & schema, and the outcomes you are trying 
to achieve with the data. For the purposes of this document, we know we need to 
retrieve information about our EC2 instances, SSM metadata, and specific data from 
Inspector. This data is used to build advanced, compound metrics to monitor the 
effectiveness of our TVM program and treat risks identified through it by quantifying 
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) which in turn identify 
which vulnerabilities should be prioritized and inform the overall health and efficacy of 
the TVM program.

While these KRIs and KPIs that align with security programs are an obvious goal to 
achieve for the purpose of SecDataOps, another set of metrics and measurements are 
equally important, which are operational metrics and agreements that focus solely on 
the data collection processes. These can be defined across an entire data management 
program (the entire “Data” part of SecDataOps), specific projects, down to specific 
data sources. The first among these operational metrics to measure data excellence are 
Service Level Agreements (SLAs). An SLA defines the level of service that is expected 
by stakeholders and is characterized by metrics, it can be further expanded upon by 
identifying penalties and possible remediation actions if these SLAs are not met, also 
known as a breached SLA.

SLAs are typically defined in formalized agreements and contracts but are a great way 
to hold your burgeoning SecDataOps practices to high quality standards. SLAs are often 
attributed to any metrics colloquially, which is not a proper usage of the term, given the 
rigor a true SLA requires. Strong SLAs define the purpose of setting the SLA (the “why”), 
the promise and specific metric (the “what” and “how”), and any specific requirements 
(the “when”), if applicable. These SLAs should be properly ratified and not only help 
define the level of service expected, but your team can also be fallback on them if 
stakeholders become aggressive in the future. A strong SLA is above all else, realistic, 
and the purpose of defining them is not to eke out every bit of performance but to set 
realistic expectations.

When looking at SLAs at both a project and strategic level they should be weighed 
against both the mission criticality of the outcome associated with the data and pre-
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existing SLAs, so you do not over-promise or force your team to become beholden to an 
impossible goal. The overall leader of the SecDataOps function should have expertise 
in deconflicting and adjusting SLAs as required. Additionally, they should know how 
to properly set realistic SLAs and their components. Not taking SLA construction and 
formalized agreements and reviews of them seriously is an anti-pattern for achieving 
excellence with data and within a SecDataOps function.

SecDataOps SLA Checklist:

The promise or specific “what” of a given SLA is a Service Level Indicator (SLI), also known 
as a Key Performance Indicator (KPI). The SLI(s) or KPI(s) can define uptime around your 
data collection jobs, how often your data is refreshed, the maximum age of the data, or the 
latency for a real-time data feed. Keeping the “level” of the SLA in mind, the SLI should be 
catered to the context of the SLA (project, portfolio, specific source) and to which part of 
the data project it is aligned to. Metrics surrounding a real-time streaming pipeline will 
be different than ad-hoc or scheduled batch jobs. SLIs and KPIs will further differ based 
on where the data is in the journey: Is it raw data? Is the data within a transformation or 
enrichment stage? Is the data being crafted into a specific dashboard? The number of SLIs 
and KPIs depend on how broad the SLA is – SLAs shouldn’t be too broad – if your team is 
struggling with too many SLIs and KPIs it is a good indicator to refine the SLA.

Finally, the “how” of the SLA is codified within the Service Level Objective (SLO) which are 
the actual quantitative metrics of the SLIs defined in your SLA. SLOs should be catered 
to the different responsible parties – within a SecDataOps team, you may have data 
engineers, data analysts, data scientists, security engineers, and business intelligence 
analysts who have different SLOs and be wholly or partially responsible or accountable for 
specific SLIs as well. And again, the SLOs need to realistic to the “level” of the SLA and the 
stage of the data as detailed in the SLI/KPI section.

Define the purpose of setting the SLA (the “why”)

Include the promise and specific metric (the “what” and “how”)

Reference time specifications (the “when”)

Tracked via KPIs and SLIs and reported on regularly 
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Practical example

As a practical example of all the above, you may have an SLA defined for collection of EC2 Instances 
that promises the data will never be older than 4 hours and that stale records will never be older 
than 72 hours. This SLA is backed by SLIs dedicated to a scheduled batch collection job, a near real-
time streaming job that deletes or adds records, and a purging job which ages out records that have 
not been updated within 72 hours. The SLOs will define which sub-teams or individual contributors 
run which pipelines, how often they run, and the mechanisms in which they execute their jobs. For 
instance, the batch job may be parallelized across every AWS Region and Account and have SLOs that 
guarantee a duration or define a not-to-exceed level. Your near real-time streaming job may use 
AWS native services and in turn mirror the AWS-specific SLA of  data freshness.

Note: for further information and considerations around defining SLAs, SLIs, SLOs, and KPIs, 
refer to this blog by Databand (an IBM company), this blog by Acceldata, or this blog by 
Atlassian which cover these terms as they related to data-centric programs.

With respect to batch and streaming data, it is also important to the long-term maturity 
and success of your data projects to pick one or both as it makes sense. It is never a binary 
choice which is why having subject matter experts and analysts identify the data source 
and its outputs from the beginning is so important, you should never assume both types 
of retrieval will be available. Batch data is almost always available, whereas streaming data 
may not be available due to infrastructure and cost implications from the provider. The 
distinction is batch jobs require you to pull the data such as with an API and streaming data 
is pushed to you – but sometimes you will need to also pull (or poll) the streaming data 
from a queue or broker.

Another distinction is around the concept of “real-time” data, there are numerous 
mentions to near real-time which is an ambiguous term that suggests the data is 
streaming data without a clear recency SLA/SLI defined. In the AWS Cloud in particular, 
but also in other locations, you may encounter that there is not an existing SLA around 
how timely this data is. For Amazon EventBridge, AWS describes their delivery guarantee 
as “EventBridge tries to deliver an event to a target for up to 24 hours, except in scenarios 
where your target resource is constrained. The first attempt is made as soon as the event 
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arrives in the event stream.” The availability of this metric should be carried forth into your 
defined SLAs, but you should also consider if you even need the data that often.

Another consideration to take between batch and streaming 
workloads is if there is an availability SLA and the volume of data 
you expect. Using EventBridge as an example, AWS promises a 
99.99% SLA as it relates to their guarantee about the delivery of 
data, which means you can expect to lose 0.01% of all possible 
events you may receive within a given monthly billing cycle. If 
that loss is unacceptable, you may want to consider a batch job that 
will retrieve data from the source at an elongated timebox such as 
monthly or quarterly. 

The volume of data plays into account as it relates to downstream processing power 
relating to resource availability. If you have received 2MB/s of data, do you have the 
overhead to process it? Do you need to have all that data so soon? Can your datastore 
scale to have that much data written to it, be it a relational or NoSQL database or an object 
storage solution? These questions are important when it comes to not only picking if you 
opt for streaming data, but it will determine overall cost considerations and technology 
choices.

Another dimension to consider is around your datastore selection and the usage of the data 
downstream. If you are using a NoSQL database oriented around JSON documents such as 
MongoDB it may be acceptable to continually write batches of documents to it and retrieve 
them by the entire collection for further enrichment. However, if you wanted to write bulk 
files to Amazon S3, you will need to add another transient data source of batching processes 
to package up those individual real-time streaming records together.

These same considerations can be taken with batch jobs as well, if you are retrieving two-
weeks’ worth of data at a time from an API, is that within its own SLAs and SLIs? How much 
data is that and do you have the overhead to process it? Will processing it take too long to 
meet your own SLAs? Are you able to selectively query the data by timeslots at all? Success 
in data projects, and SecDataOps especially, highly depends on all elements from SLAs to 
batch considerations to datastores being selected. Luckily, on the AWS Cloud, we almost 
always have the choice between either or both of batch and streaming data. We have access 
to a wide range of datastores, compute services, analytics tools, messaging, and streaming 
technologies to be able to scale to meet nearly any demand and craft an acceptable solution 
along the confines of SLAs, cost control, and security of the services themselves.

99.99%
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For this document an opinionated choice of technology, as well as the usage of streaming 
and batch data pipelines, will be presented alongside justification. However, not every 
example will include all possible elements as it pertains to best-in-class choice, SLAs, 
or cost considerations. In this section you learned about how to define SLAs and what 
comprises an SLA. You learned about SLIs, KPIs, and SLOs as well as the distinction and 
design decisions around batch and streaming data. This is the last section that focused on 
theory, the next sections of this document under the “Vulnerability Management in AWS” 
section will focus on operational execution of these concepts in the AWS Cloud.
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Vulnerability Management in AWS

Preparing your AWS Organization

To scale vulnerability management and risk treatment correctly in your business that 
operate on the AWS Cloud you must use AWS Organizations, full stop. Organizations 
gives you foundational logical separation, billing & quota usage delineation, and 
powerful security tools along with a wide suite of other AWS Services that can take 
advantage of AWS Organizations for rapid deployment and centralization of data 
collection such as Amazon Inspector, Amazon GuardDuty, AWS Security Hub, IAM 
Access Analyzer, and Amazon Macie specifically, as they are all security tools.

Step one is to use AWS Organizations if you are not using it at all and create OUs and 
deploy at least a basic SCP to block any activities you deem to be overtly malicious or 
at least to explicitly block AWS Services you do not want used into your environments 
at all. You need look no further than this AWS Blog on AWS Organizations best 
practices, it is also worth a read of the AWS Well Architected Framework’s Security 
Pillar for more ideas on what “good” really looks like. Lastly, if you have never used 
AWS Organizations it is worth a look at AWS Control Tower which abstracts AWS 
Organizations and several other AWS management and security tools and is worth a 
look for first-time deployments where AWS Organizations do not exist.

Once you have setup (or gained access to) AWS Organizations, consider delegating 
administration of Inspector to a central Security Account and enabling it for all 
Accounts from within the delegated Account. You will need to do this in every AWS 
Region where you have a presence, as it’s a regionally bound service versus global 
services such as AWS Organizations and IAM. Lastly, consider auto-enablement 
of Inspector whenever a new AWS Account is added to avoid potential gaps in your 
TVM coverage. It is important to review the pricing information for Inspector and 
plan out onboarding accordingly to avoid cost overruns before any major rollout and 
auto-enablement.

For automation purposes, interaction with the Organizations APIs is required. In this 
case, we need a way to gain access to the ListAccounts API which is only reachable from 
the Organization root account if you want to capture all of the Accounts in the
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organization. You will need to create an IAM Role in the root account that trusts another 
AWS identity principal. The best practice is to specify another IAM Role and potentially 
use IAM Conditions. However, you can “trust” your Security Account if you have not yet 
built out the local infrastructure in that Account. The only IAM permission it requires is 
organizations:ListAccounts, the trust policy for the IAM Role will look like the example 
below if you’re trusting another Account without using additional Conditions.

Next, you need to deploy an additional IAM Role with a similar trust policy to every single 
AWS Account within your organization. This is your “batch collection” role which gives 
select permissions for EC2, Systems Manager, and Inspector and allows you to collect basic 
information needed for the final data analysis at the end of this document. Some of the most 
important metrics for your AWS vulnerability management program are contained outside 
of Inspector itself as they relate to configuration posture, network, identity and ownership 
context of the individual asset.  
 
When deploying this Role to other Accounts, consider using a centralized Infrastructure-
as-Code (IaC) solution such as AWS CloudFormation which is further enabled by AWS 
Organizations with its integration into CloudFormation StackSets which allows parallel, 
multi-account, and multi-regional deployments of CloudFormation Stacks. This allows for 
consistency and ease of deployments as well as drift management to detect cases where 
privileged users are manually modifying IaC-managed infrastructure.

Other important aspects to keep in mind when developing IAM Roles – especially roles that 
will be assumed in other accounts – is to give them consistent naming. Within the AWS 

{
    "Version": "2012-10-17",
    "Statement": [
        {
            "Effect": "Allow",
            "Principal": {
                "AWS": "arn:aws:iam::<YOUR_ACCOUNT_HERE>:root"
            },
            "Action": "sts:AssumeRole",
            "Condition": {}
        }
    ]
}

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/Welcome.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/what-is-cfnstacksets.html
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Cloud, IAM is considered a “global” resource that can be interacted with from any region 
and derives its uniqueness from its name and the account it is deployed in. This is doubly 
important with StackSets, without enforcing name uniqueness (e.g., appending the AWS 
Region name) your deployment will fail due to the resource already existing. 

There are two approaches, either ignore the fact IAM Roles are global and deploy them per 
region by automatically appending the AWS Region name or maintaining a separate StackSet 
that delineates your global resources (IAM Roles, mostly) from localized resources that require 
multi-region deployments. Below is some partial AWS CloudFormation YAML for creating that 
IAM Role meant for a global StackSet with a predictable naming convention.

AWSTemplateFormatVersion: 2010-09-09
Description: >- 
  StackSet for deploying super cool IAM Roles
Parameters:
  # Security Account ID
  SecurityMonitoringAccountId: 
    Description: Account ID for the AWS Security Monitoring Production Account.
    Don't change the Default unless you're doing something silly.
    Type: String
    Default: '<YOUR_ACCOUNT_HERE>'
  # Mandatory Tags
  EnvironmentName:
    Description: Environment name for all tags
    Type: String
    Default: SecDataOpsCollection
Resources:
  CentralRole:
    Type: AWS::IAM::Role
    Properties:
      RoleName: !Sub '${EnvironmentName}OrchestratorRole'

This next code snippet is identical to the above except for the value of RoleName as it 
interpolates the AWS Region name using the !Sub intrinsic function. This example is best 
suited to multi-region deployments in case the regional delineation is important, such as in a 
usage monitoring use case.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/intrinsic-function-reference-sub.html
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Concerning required permissions, if an inventory of EC2 instances and their SSM information is 
the only data desired, only ec2:DescribeInstances and ssm:DescribeInstanceInformation 
permissions are required. 

 ◆ If detailed exploration of associated Security Groups to determine internet-reachability is desired, 
add  ec2:DescribeSecurityGroupRules and  ec2:DescribeSecurityGroups permissions. 

 ◆ If you want to get even further with meta-analysis of your instances you can include  iam:GetRole, 
iam:GetInstanceProfile, iam:ListAttachedRolePolicies, iam:GetRolePolicy  which allows 
analysis of the IAM Role associated with an EC2 Instance Profile and attached Policies. This is useful 
for troubleshooting a lack of SSM permissions but also static analysis of high-privileged workloads 
to further refine your risk treatment efforts.

 ◆ Lastly, if collecting opted-in Regions per Account is of interest, you need   
ec2:DescribeRegions permissions.

AWSTemplateFormatVersion: 2010-09-09
Description: >- 
  StackSet for deploying super cool IAM Roles
Parameters:
  # Security Account ID
  SecurityMonitoringAccountId: 
 Description: Account ID for the AWS Security Monitoring Production Account.
Don't change the Default unless you're doing something silly.
    Type: String
    Default: '<YOUR_ACCOUNT_HERE>'
  # Mandatory Tags
  EnvironmentName:
    Description: Environment name for all tags
    Type: String
    Default: SecDataOpsCollection
Resources:
  CentralRole:
    Type: AWS::IAM::Role
    Properties:
      RoleName: !Sub '${EnvironmentName}OrchestratorRole-${AWS::Region}

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-security-groups.html
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Regardless of previous decisions, it is recommended to add the following permissions 
for Inspector to be able to create reports and leverage its native coverage API instead 
of assessing coverage on joined data. The JSON snippet only contains the Inspector 
permissions, add previously covered EC2 and SSM permissions, as required.

When attempting to derive coverage from a point-in-time analysis of reported instances 
with vulnerabilities against an actual count of instances, it can lead to discrepancies, so it is 
recommended to use the Inspector coverage API. However, more data is required to paint a 
full picture. Inspector will identify shutdown instances and instances not managed by SSM 
– but it will not tell you why an instance is not supported by SSM or by Inspector. Reasons 
include simply missing the required SSM IAM Instance Profile, an unsupported operating 
system, unsupported architecture, or an End-of-Life or unsupported version of the SSM 
Agent. These metrics are expounded upon in later sections.

At this point you should deploy this IAM Role with whatever permissions you feel are 
necessary across all your AWS Accounts. One important consideration is if you are using 
StackSets as a Delegated Administrator, you will not be able to deploy the member Stack 
to the Organization’s Management Account. You will need to separately deploy the Stack 
into that Account individually. The following snippet is an example of an IAM Role deployed 
“globally” (in one Region only) with all possible IAM permissions list from above. Take note 
of the final name, it will be needed for dynamic Role assumption in the next section.

{
    "Version": "2012-10-17",
    "Statement": [
        {
            "Sid": "inspector2reporting",
            "Effect": "Allow",
            "Action": [
                "inspector2:ListCoverageStatistics",
                "inspector2:ListCoverage",
                "inspector2:GetFindingsReportStatus",
                "inspector2:CreateFindingsReport",
                "inspector2:CancelFindingsReport"
            ],
            "Resource": "*"
        }
    ]
}
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AWSTemplateFormatVersion: 2010-09-09
Description: >- 
  StackSet for deploying super cool IAM Roles
Parameters:
  # Security Account ID
  SecurityMonitoringAccountId: 
 Description: Account ID for the AWS Security Monitoring Production Account.
Don't change the Default unless you're doing something silly.
    Type: String
    Default: '<YOUR_ACCOUNT_HERE>'
  # Mandatory Tags
  EnvironmentName:
    Description: Environment name for all tags
    Type: String
    Default: SecDataOpsCollection
Resources:
  CentralRole:
    Type: AWS::IAM::Role
    Properties:
      RoleName: !Sub '${EnvironmentName}OrchestratorRole-${AWS::Region}
      AssumeRolePolicyDocument:

Version: 2012-10-17
Statement:
- Effect: Allow 
  Principal:
     AWS: !Sub '${SecurityMonitoringAccountId}' 
  Action: 
     - sts:AssumeRole
Policies: 
  - PolicyName: !Sub '${EnvironmentName}OrchestratorPolicy'
    PolicyDocument:
      Version: '2012-10-17'
      Statement: 
        - Effect: Allow
          Sid: Ec2Read
          Action: 
           - ec2:DescribeInstances 
           - ec2:DescribeSecurityGroupRules 
           - ec2:DescribeSecurityGroups 
          Resource: '*'
        - Effect: Allow 
          Sid: SsmRead 
          Action: 
            - ssm:DescribeInstanceInformation
          Resource: '*'
        - Effect: Allow
          Sid: IamRoleRead
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          Action: 
           - iam:GetRole
           - iam:GetInstanceProfile 
           - iam:ListAttachedRolePolicies 
           - iam:GetRolePolicy
          Resource: '*'
        - Effect: Allow
          Sid: InspectorRead
          Action: 
           - inspector2:ListCoverageStatistics 
           - inspector2:ListCoverage 
           - inspector2:GetFindingsReportStatus 
           - inspector2:CreateFindingsReport 
           - inspector2:CancelFindingsReport
          Resource: '*' 
Tags: 
  - 
    Key: Name 
    Value: !Sub '${EnvironmentName}OrchestratorRole'

After deploying your “collection” Role, the last setup preparation step you will need to 
do for your AWS Organization is adding the ability for Accounts within your Organization 
to forward Events to your Security account’s EventBridge Event Bus. The Event Bus is a 
“pipeline” which receives JSON payloads from event sources and what you write Rules 
against which specifies which service’s payload you want the Event Bus to forward to a 
specific Target.

The below is the example of EventBridge Rule JSON that routes only Inspector findings 
(vulnerabilities) to a target of your choice. This specific part of the rule is known as the 
Event Pattern, and when defined using the CLI, you need to know how to escape JSON to 
define it.

{
    "source": ["aws.inspector2"], 
    "detail-type": ["Inspector2 Finding"]
}

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/eventbridge/latest/userguide/eb-event-bus.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/eventbridge/latest/userguide/eb-rules.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/eventbridge/latest/userguide/eb-targets.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/eventbridge/latest/userguide/eb-event-patterns.html
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Additionally, the snippet below is an example of EventBridge Rule JSON that routes alerts 
anytime an instance is being created or deleted. This JSON snippet uses the EventBridge 
detail array to further filter the events which are not supported for every detail-type. 
These specific “states” of the instance are captured as they only appear when an instance is 
destroyed or launching for the first time, respectively. Other states would appear anytime 
an instance is turning on or shutting down which doesn’t represent a material change 
(creation or deletion) of an instance. 

{
    "source": ["aws.ec2"], 
    "detail-type": ["EC2 Instance State-change Notification"],
    "detail": {
      "state": ["terminated", "pending"]
    }
}

Targets are defined separately from Rules in all methods (e.g., CLI, SDK, API) except the 
Console. They range from other messaging services such as Amazon Simple Queue Service 
(SQS), serverless compute such as AWS Lambda and specialized sources such as SSM 
Documents. Shown below is what the JSON for a Target looks like retrieved via CLI. Rules 
can define multiple targets hence the unique ID and targets are defined by their Amazon 
Resource Name (ARN). This example shows the targeting of an Event Bus which is how 
EventBridge “forwards” events to other Accounts. 

{
    "Targets": [ 
        { 
            "Id": 
"1284fdc7a8b07128d102056c22d58631875028400101089f8d90640e67faca65", 
            "Arn": "arn:aws:events:us-east-2:<YOUR_SECURITY_ACCOUNT_HERE>:event-
bus/default"
        } 
    ]
}

For the above Target example to work, your Event Bus requires a modification to its Policy, 
as by default it only accepts Events from the Account in which it currently exists. If you want 
to permit any Action from any identity Principal within your AWS Organization you will 
need to use the following Policy that has a “StringEquals” Condition operator specifying 
the aws:PrincipalOrgID.

https://aws.amazon.com/sqs/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjvm9KdtbX6AhWIk4kEHVyGDVkQFnoECBwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Faws.amazon.com%2Flambda%2F&usg=AOvVaw1wC_RY74GixNwaWbnGnOVQ
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjRkOSjtbX6AhXKjIkEHSVAADMQFnoECBMQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.aws.amazon.com%2Fsystems-manager%2Flatest%2Fuserguide%2Fsysman-ssm-docs.html&usg=AOvVaw0R-qQ20m3kc5LImzwufjIW
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjRkOSjtbX6AhXKjIkEHSVAADMQFnoECBMQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.aws.amazon.com%2Fsystems-manager%2Flatest%2Fuserguide%2Fsysman-ssm-docs.html&usg=AOvVaw0R-qQ20m3kc5LImzwufjIW
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/eventbridge/latest/userguide/eb-event-bus-perms.html#eb-event-bus-permissions-manage
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/reference_policies_elements_condition.html
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Note: To retrieve your AWS Organizations’ Principal ID use the following AWS CLI Command. 
The jq library must be installed first: aws organizations describe-organization | jq 
-r '.Organization.Id'

{
    "Version":"2012-10-17", 
    "Statement":[
      {
            "Sid":"AllowOrgsToDoAnythingLol", 
            "Effect":"Allow", 
            "Principal":{ 
                "AWS":"*"
            } 
            "Action":"events:*", 
            "Resource":"arn:aws:events:us-east-
2:<YOUR_SECURITY_ACCOUNT_HERE>:event-bus/default", 
            "Condition":{
               "StringEquals":{
                   "aws:PrincipalOrgID":"<YOUR_ORGANIZATIONS_PRINCIPAL_ID_HERE>"
               } 
            }
       } 
   ] 
}

You can define a similar Policy using the CloudFormation YAML snippet below.

AWSTemplateFormatVersion: 2010-09-09 
Description: >-  
  StackSet for deploying super cool IAM Roles 
Parameters:  
  AwsOrgId:  
    Description: ID for the AWS Organization  
    Type: String  
    Default: <YOUR_ORGANIZATIONS_PRINCIPAL_ID_HERE>  
Resources:  
  OrgEventBusPolicy:  
    Type: AWS::Events::EventBusPolicy  
    Properties:  
      StatementId: CrossOrgPutPolicy  
      Statement:  
        Effect: Allow  
        Principal: '*'
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        Action:  
          - events:*  
        Resource: !Sub 'arn:aws:events:${AWS::Region}:${AWS::AccountId}:event- 
bus/default' 
       Condition:  
         StringEquals:  
           'aws:PrincipalOrgID': !Ref AwsOrgId

Note: Strongly consider selecting specific Accounts as the identity Principal and specific 
EventBridge Actions to enforce any relevant security controls in your environment. These 
examples index against speed-to-value versus minimum necessary permissions.

In this section, you learned about a basic deployment of AWS Organizations and  
specific considerations for enabling Amazon Inspector. You learned about  
multi-account and multi-regional deployments using IaC and about a variety of IAM 
concepts regarding the permissions required for batch and real-time consumption of data 
across your AWS environment. Finally, you were given considerations for enhanced security 
by using minimum necessary permissions as required. In the next section, you will learn 
about collecting raw EC2 and SSM data needed to build metrics from and implementation 
examples for working in a multi-account environment and how to parse data using  
Python and Boto3.
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Collecting, Collating, & Refining EC2 and 
SSM Data
In this section you will learn:

 ◆ In depth techniques to gather EC2 and SSM data across a multi-account and multi-
region AWS environment using Python

 ◆ Python coding concepts such as internal concepts, core competencies, interoperability,  
and memory optimization considerations

 ◆ Specific data elements to consider collecting, styling considerations, and data 
manipulation techniques for enrichment, collation, refinement, and storage

 ◆ Specific metrics and attributes within the data source that can be leveraged

You will learn how to build a script to perform the full collection lifecycle as described 
above, in several stages within this section. The final assembled script will be provided at 
the end. When authenticating to AWS Accounts there are several ways it can be done, the 
most well-known and simple way is using basic authentication, which is a basic username 
and password that you use with an IAM User. Users are the easiest way to authenticate 
directly into the Console (using the username and password) or to the various APIs using 
either the SDK or CLI and providing User credentials, known as Access Keys. IAM Users have 
permissions granted by attached IAM Policies as you do with IAM Roles, the Access Keys are 
the way to gain authorization to those same permissions. It is not a security nor operational 
best practice to provide access using Access Keys as they are long-lived and easily utilized 
by adversaries.

A best practice for gaining access to an AWS environment, 
whether via the Console or via the APIs/SDKs/CLI, is to assume 
a Role. Assuming a role can be thought of as masquerading an 
identity, the identity being the IAM Role. In the previous sections 
we lightly touched on Trust Policies which delegate who or what 
can assume the Role and use the Role’s assigned Permissions.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_users.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_credentials_access-keys.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_roles_terms-and-concepts.html
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In the previous section, the Trust Policy trusts an entire AWS Account, but Roles can be 
trusted by anything from a SAML Provider or OIDC Provider for identity brokerage and 
federation, a specific AWS service, or a specific user or another role. In-depth analysis of 
all permutations is beyond the scope of this document, just know that anytime the topic 
of assumption appears, it means your current identity will be inheriting permissions from 
another IAM Role.

The way role assumption operates is with AWS Security Token Service (STS) which is a 
“transparent” service that powers nearly every identity operation in AWS. It is “transparent” in 
the sense that there is not a direct console page to which you can navigate for interaction. STS 
is responsible for providing temporary, time-based Access Keys and using them transparently. 
In a way, it operates the same as it would with using an IAM User, but it is abstracted. This 
introduces the first, and most important, API we will interact with: the STS AssumeRole API.

Before getting started, use the following commands to update your workstation and install Python 
dependencies into a virtual environment. The commands are done using an Ubuntu VM, the virtual 
environment can be ignored if you are using a temporary execution environment.

sudo apt update && sudo apt upgrade -y  
sudo apt install -y python3-pip  
pip3 install virtualenv --user  
virtualenv .venv  
. .venv/bin/activate  
pip3 install --upgrade awscli  
pip3 install --upgrade boto3  
pip3 install --upgrade pyarrow  
pip3 install --upgrade pandas  
pip3 install --upgrade numpy  
pip3 install --upgrade requests

Your first operation is assuming the first IAM Role you created within your AWS 
Organizations Master (Root) Account to provide access to the Organizations’ API. The 
following Python code snippet demonstrates how to perform the Role assumption and 
store a list of all active AWS Accounts in memory, to be used by another function.

https://wa.aws.amazon.com/wat.concept.sts.en.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/STS/latest/APIReference/API_AssumeRole.html
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from botocore.config import Config  
import botocore.exceptions  
import os  
import boto3  
import json  
import pandas as pd 

# Boto3 Client Configuration for retries. AWS Defaults to 4 Max Attempts in  
"Normal Mode" 
# Adaptive is a beta feature that will attempt exponential backoffs and different  
headers  
# to avoid being throttled  
config = Config(  
   retries = {  
       'max_attempts': 10,  
       'mode': 'adaptive'  
   }  
)

# Core AWS env vars  
ORGS_ROLE_ARN = os.environ['ORGS_ROLE_ARN']  
ENVIRONMENT_NAME = os.environ['ENVIRONMENT_NAME']  
MEMBER_ACCOUNT_ROLE_NAME = f'{ENVIRONMENT_NAME}OrchestratorRole' 

def get_aws_accounts():  
    sts = boto3.client('sts') 

    print('Assuming the AWS Organizations Role!')  
    try:  
       memberAcct = sts.assume_role(  
           RoleArn=ORGS_ROLE_ARN,  
           RoleSessionName='SecDataOpsIsSoHot'  
       ) 
        xAcctAccessKey = memberAcct['Credentials']['AccessKeyId']  
        xAcctSecretKey = memberAcct['Credentials']['SecretAccessKey']  
        xAcctSeshToken = memberAcct['Credentials']['SessionToken']  
        organizations = boto3.client(  
            'organizations',  
            aws_access_key_id=xAcctAccessKey,  
            aws_secret_access_key=xAcctSecretKey,  
            aws_session_token=xAcctSeshToken  
       )  
       print('Assumed the AWS Organizations Role!')  
except Exception as e:  
    raise e 

awsAccounts = [] 

paginator = organizations.get_paginator('list_accounts')  
iterator = paginator.paginate()  
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for page in iterator:  
    for a in page['Accounts']:  
        if a['Status'] == 'SUSPENDED':  
            continue  
        else:  
            awsAccounts.append(str(a['Id']))  
del organizations  
del sts 

print(f'Got all AWS Accounts in Organization') 

return awsAccounts

Note: The next nine paragraphs go into depth explaining Python concepts and style choices. 
If you are already well-versed in Python you can consider skipping these paragraphs. This will 
be the only time it is detailed in such depth.

Assuming you have never seen a Python script before, the first import statements are 
what lets Python know which of the installed modules it has available to use. We will be 
using several libraries to gather the data, handle errors, handle exponential backoffs, and 
manipulate the data along with native Python methods. The Botocore “config” object 
will be used later in the script and controls automated exponential backoffs with AWS API 
requests using Boto3. This is important if there are many EC2 instances – you do not want 
your data collection to fail due to being throttled. This goes back to setting appropriate 
SLAs, SLIs, and SLOs as well as planning how you will meet them.

Next, there are uppercase variables that are known as constants within the Python PEP 
8 style guide, writing them in uppercase separated by underscores is the ideal format 
for global values that are used at a module level. The values referenced should be self-
explanatory given the naming convention. In this case you will need the full ARN of the 
IAM Role in the Organizations Master Account and just the name of the member Account 
Roles used for collection. It is assumed you used the CloudFormation sample snippets as-
is which included the EnvironmentName parameter from CloudFormation. These values 
are retrieved from environment variables using the os library’s environ method (written 
as os.environ[<YOUR_ENVIORNMENT_VARIABLE_NAME_HERE>]). To add these values to your 
environment variables, use the following commands.

https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/#constants
https://peps.python.org/pep-0008/#introduction
https://peps.python.org/pep-0008/#introduction
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export ORGS_ROLE_ARN='<ARN_HERE>'  
export ENVIRONMENT_NAME='<NAME_HERE>'

Next is the statement def get_aws_accounts(). This is a new function that can be “called” 
by specifying the name (in this case the name of the function is get_aws_accounts()) and 
using functions are how to separate discrete sections of logic which your Python program 
will execute. This function will perform the Role assumption and collection of all AWS 
Accounts within your Organization. Functions return value(s) using the return statement 
and specifies whatever value (or, in this case, variable) will be returned to whatever calls 
this function.

The first statement creates an AWS STS Boto3 client, a client within Boto3 is a low-level 
representation of a specific AWS service’s API that you interact with using Python. The 
client allows you to access methods which are a one-to-one match with the available API 
operations. In the previous section there was a reference to the AssumeRole API call, in 
this example we create the STS client using sts = boto3.client('sts') and execute 
the AssumeRole API call in the following method which references the sts variable: sts.
assume_role. Within the method are parameters that specify the specific ARN and the 
name of the session. Session is an ambiguous term within Boto3, as it refers to the literal 
timeboxed session in which you have temporary credentials. That is what the parameter is 
referring to but Sessions in Boto3 are the objects which contain the state of your credentials 
and what AWS Region you are using. The STS session name does appear within CloudTrail 
logs, and a naming convention being established here can help avoid issues where you 
Security Operations Center (SOC) may flag down an odd combination or high volume of API 
actions the SOC sees in AWS CloudTrail logs.

The results that are returned from the Role assumption are what are returned if you used 
the CLI or the API directly. You would receive a set of Access Keys (access key and secret 
access keys) as well as a unique value, the SessionToken, which is used for authorization 
and to determine which Access Keys belong to which IAM Roles’ sessions. These are 
parsed out of the response and referenced with variables, which are provided to further 
parameters for another Boto3 client that works with the Organizations API. Within that 
client we are specifying the access key, secret access key, and session token manually. This 
can be done outside of Role assumption as well in the case you wanted to reference an IAM 
User’s Access Keys.

https://boto3.amazonaws.com/v1/documentation/api/latest/reference/core/boto3.html#boto3.client
https://boto3.amazonaws.com/v1/documentation/api/latest/guide/session.html?highlight=session
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/easily-control-naming-individual-iam-role-sessions/#:~:text=The%20sts%3ARoleSessionName%20is%20a,StringLike%2C%20when%20using%20this%20condition.
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/easily-control-naming-individual-iam-role-sessions/#:~:text=The%20sts%3ARoleSessionName%20is%20a,StringLike%2C%20when%20using%20this%20condition.
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudtrail/
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From that Organizations’ client, we use a paginator which is a Boto3 construct that handles 
the automatic retrieval and indexing of results returned from APIs where there are too many 
responses (can be thought of as “answers”), and the responses must be segmented due to data 
transfer limitations or the design of the specific API. Without using a paginator, you need to 
keep track of the last returned value or another indicator and continue to query the API until it 
exhausts all responses. Having worked in companies that had several thousand AWS Accounts 
within an Organization, using paginators will scale to that sort of demand.

Paginators tie back to operational excellence and setting SLAs/SLIs/SLOs within your data 
collection projects. You may not know how much of what resources exists in an organization 
and can easily lose data due to requests that give you too many “pages” for which you weren’t 
prepared. There is also a performance counterindication with respect to Python that ties to 
this concept, through the code there are several for statements, which instructs Python to 
iterate through a list (functionally similar to a JSON array) which is an operation that happens 
in series. Lists contain any number of dictionaries (similar to a JSON object), strings, and other 
data types. Anytime you “nest” a “for” statement, which is when you parse a list of lists (that 
can branch by several orders of magnitude), it incurs a performance penalty. Understanding 
both the data engineering KPIs as well as the KPIs and application performance within a given 
system are important SecDataOps Engineering tenets.

The remainder of the function parses through the response from the ListAccounts API 
(using the paginator), checks to make sure the Accounts are not suspended, and then 
writes the Accounts to a new list using the built in Python method of append which adds 
values into a list one after another. Afterwards the Boto3 clients are deleted from memory 
and the list of non-suspended Accounts are returned to any calling function. For those 
without great familiarity with Python or Boto3, it is recommended to read through the 
hyperlinks and any other recommended reading from there. Going forward there will not 
be any further in-depth analysis of code.

Next, define another function to collect all opted-in AWS Regions in your current Account. 
There is a possible edge case that can lead to data loss where another member Account in 
your AWS Organization may have a newer Region enabled. To avoid this, you can forego this 
specific function and instead use the assumed Role’s credentials to collect the Regions per 
Account and build the regional Boto3 Sessions from there.

https://boto3.amazonaws.com/v1/documentation/api/latest/guide/paginators.html
https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_lists.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_json_arrays.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_dictionaries.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_json_objects.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_strings.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_datatypes.asp
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/organizations/latest/APIReference/API_ListAccounts.html


Next, you need a function that iterates through all Accounts and Regions and creates 
EC2 and SSM Clients for each and begins the data collection, collation, and refinement 
process. This function is long and will be separated into multiple parts with correct spacing 
maintained. Within the following snippet, we will be calling the previous two functions and 
using the constant for the name of the collection IAM Roles along with the Accounts we 
collected to form an ARN. From there, the normal Role assumption workflow happens but 
instead of providing the Regions and Access Key attributes directly to the Clients we create 
a Boto3 Session() which holds the values in a state for us. This allows us to create clients 
directly from the Session instead.
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def get_aws_regions():  
    ec2 = boto3.client('ec2') 

    awsRegions = [] 

    try:  
        # Get all Regions we are opted in for  
        for r in ec2.describe_regions()['Regions']:  
            regionName = str(r['RegionName'])  
            optInStatus = str(r['OptInStatus'])  
            if optInStatus == 'not-opted-in':  
                pass  
            else:  
                awsRegions.append(regionName) 

print('All Regions retrieved from EC2 service')  
except Exception as e:  
raise e 

print('Got all AWS Regions') 

del ec2 

return awsRegions
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def get_ec2_metadata():  
    ''' 
    This function will perform a Multi-Account, Multi-Region collection of all  
EC2 Instances and selective metadata and will also  
    combine the data output with SSM Fleet Manager data to tell if the instance  
is managed by SSM. This function returns a List of  
   Dictionaries that contain this infomration to downstream functions.  
   '''

   # Call functions to get Account list and Regions  
   awsAccounts = get_aws_accounts()  
   awsRegions = get_aws_regions() 

   # Create an empty list to house all EC2 Data  
   ec2Data = [] 

   # Setup local Boto3 Clients  
   sts = boto3.client('sts') 

   print('Retrieving EC2 data for all Regions.') 

   # Parse through accounts one at a time to dynamically create a Role ARN  
   # that we will assume using STS  
   for account in awsAccounts:  
       invRoleArn = f'arn:aws:iam::{account}:role/{MEMBER_ACCOUNT_ROLE_NAME}'  
       try:  
           for region in awsRegions:  
               # We will pass in the Temporary Keys and the Region to a Boto3  
Session which will create an Authentication Object  
               # In the specific Account and Region so you can create additional  
Clients which are thread/process safe  
               memberAcct = sts.assume_role(  
                    RoleArn=invRoleArn,  
                    RoleSessionName=f'{ENVIRONMENT_NAME}PatchReporter'  
               )  
               # retrieve creds from member account  
               xAcctAccessKey = memberAcct['Credentials']['AccessKeyId']  
               xAcctSecretKey = memberAcct['Credentials']['SecretAccessKey']  
               xAcctSeshToken = memberAcct['Credentials']['SessionToken'] 

              # Parse through each region to create a region-aware Boto3  
session  
              # we can pass this Session (with the STS Credentials) to create  
              # temporary Region-bound keys to interact with AWS APIs  
              session = boto3.Session(  
                  region_name=region,  
                  aws_access_key_id=xAcctAccessKey,  
                  aws_secret_access_key=xAcctSecretKey,  
                  aws_session_token=xAcctSeshToken  
              )



Like retrieving Accounts from the Organizations API, we will use a paginator to retrieve all 
possible EC2 instances in the specific Account and Region pair. Accounts can easily amass 
several hundred instances and with an upper limit of 100 results per “page” the paginator 
will be needed. Before working through our logic, you need to identify if an EC2 instance 
belongs to a Spot Fleet. Spot instances are EC2 instances which are meant to be short-lived 
and used excess capacity for a given instance type in a Region which is cheaper than the 
normal “on-demand” pricing.

Spot fleets are excellent tools for batch workloads that either run very fast and/or retain 
their state somewhere (like a persistent cache or other datastore) and can be interrupted 
without fail. These Spot fleets can dramatically inflate the amount of EC2 instances you 
have at any given point. This has implications for your vulnerability management and asset 
management efforts where you may decide to not collect or scan these.

# filter paginator  
               paginator = ec2.get_paginator('describe_instances')  
               iterator = paginator.paginate(  
                   Filters=[  
                       {  
                           'Name': 'instance-state-name',  
                           'Values': [  
                               'running',  
                               'stopped'  
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              # Create a Client from the Session, passing the Config item to  
apply retry policies  
              ssm = session.client(  
                    'ssm',  
                  config=config  
              )

              ec2 = session.client(  
                   'ec2', 
                   config=config 
              )

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/spot-fleet.html


                           ]  
                        }  
                    ]  
               )  
               for page in iterator:  
                   for r in page['Reservations']:  
                          for i in r['Instances']:  
                          # First, determine if the Instance belongs to a Spot  
Fleet,  
                          # if it does we do not want/need to collect it due to  
coverage discrepancies  
                         try:  
                             iLifecycle = i['SpotInstanceRequestId']  
                         except KeyError:  
                             iLifecycle = 'NotSpot'  
                         if iLifecycle != 'NotSpot':  
                             continue  
                         else:  
                            # We have to first get SSM Information  
                            instanceId = str(i['InstanceId'])  
                            dii = ssm.describe_instance_information(  
                            Filters=[  
                               {  
                                    'Key': 'InstanceIds',  
                                    'Values': [instanceId]  
                               }  
                            ]  
                         )
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The most straightforward way to determine if an EC2 instance is a Spot instance is 
evaluating the value of SpotInstanceRequestId, if the value is provided at all, you can 
choose to ignore these. This value is not present in the payload if the instance is not part 
of a spot fleet, thus the requirement for catching the exception. When the exception is 
caught, a hardcoded value is provided to use as a comparison followed by the Python 
continue statement which instructs Python to continue to the next value in the list we are 
iterating, useful for skipping values you may not care about. To retain the spot instances, 
modifications are required to not skip, and pull the spot information distinction into the 
final payload (explained later).
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As the for loops that already have the EC2 instance information in memory, the logical 
next step is parsing SSM-related information using the DescribeInstanceInformation 
API. To use this API, supply the EC2 instance identifier to it. If the instance is not managed 
by SSM it will return an empty list which needs to be accounted for. The values collected 
from the DescribeInstanceInformation API are unique to SSM and is useful metadata. If 
an instance is managed a new value is created (using the mngBySsm = True or mngBySsm = 
False variables) and information on the ping status, SSM Association status, Agent version, 
a check for the most up to date SSM Agent (for Linux only), and the compute name are 
captured. These values help determine “aliveness” of the instance, debug SSM Associations 
as well as potential Agent issues that cause downstream SSM and Inspector issues.

In the next snippet of the collection code, there are more try and except statements to 
handle a KeyError exception. The DescribeInstanceInformation API is inconsistent across 
all possible SSM Agent versions on various operating systems. Known volatile values have 
empty values (also known as null values, or None-type values in Python) assigned in case 
an error is faced. These empty values are also created for instances that are not managed by 
SSM for consistency.

# If an Instance is not managed by SSM it will return an empty dict. Use a list  
comprehension if/else logic  
                            # to set a flag and harvest info  
                            if not dii['InstanceInformationList']:  
                               mngBySsm = False  
                               # *FAKE* SSM Info  
                               pingStatus = None  
                               agentVersion = None  
                               platformType = None  
                               latestAgent = None  
                               computerName = None  
                               assocStatus = None  
                             else:  
                               mngBySsm = True  
                               # Parse the response, position 0 since we just  
need our part of the list  
                               info = dii['InstanceInformationList'][0]  
                               # SSM Info may still not be included and  
exceptions must be handled  
                               try:  
                                  pingStatus = info['PingStatus']  
                               except KeyError:  
                                  pingStatus = None  
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                               try:  
                                  agentVersion = str(info['AgentVersion']) 
                               except KeyError:  
                                   agentVersion = None  
                               try:  
                                   platformType = info['PlatformType']  
                                   if platformType == 'Linux':  
                                       latestAgent =                                
str(info['IsLatestVersion'])  
                                   else:  
                                       latestAgent =  
'ValueSupportedForLinuxOnly'  
                               except KeyError:  
                                   platformType = None  
                                   latestAgent = None  
                               try:  
                                   computerName = info['ComputerName']  
                               except KeyError:  
                                   computerName = None  
                               try:  
                                   assocStatus = info['AssociationStatus']  
                               except KeyError:  
                                   assocStatus = None

The next section of the snippet is for parsing specific EC2 instance value information 
returned from the API. Some can be taken directly, the values below are what need 
to be manipulated for further context and error handling. Like the SSM API, the EC2 
DescribeInstances API has inconsistency issues with return values depending on other 
circumstances. This codebase is designed to account for all potential use cases to ensure a 
high SLA for data quality and availability.

From start to finish of the snippet you will account for the AWS VPC Subnet identifier, 
private IP address, the public IP address, and public DNS name of the instance are both used 
to generate a Boolean value if the instance is public facing (by virtue of having a publicly 
resolvable DNS or IP address). The instance profile is parsed if downstream IAM Instance 
Profile and Role parsing is desired, the Instance Metadata Service (IMDS) version is 
determined by the virtue of HTTP token enforcement, and multiple ways of determining 
when the instance was created are attempted.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/APIReference/API_DescribeInstances.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/configuring-instance-metadata-service.html


# Now we pull out the information we want from EC2 - some of it we can write  
to the dict 
                                  # directly and others we will need to ensure  
they're there  
                                  try: 
                                      subnetId = str(i['SubnetId'])  
                                  except KeyError:  
                                      subnetId = None  
                                  try: 
                                      privateIp = str(i['PrivateIpAddress'])  
                                  except KeyError:  
                                      privateIp = None  
                                  try:  
                                      pubIp = str(i['PublicIpAddress'])  
                                  except KeyError:  
                                      pubIp = None  
                                  try:  
                                      pubDns = str(i['PublicDnsName'])  
                                      # Public DNS is cheeky and will return an  
empty string instead of None >:(  
                                      if pubDns == '':  
                                          pubDns = None  
                                      else:  
                                          pubDns = pubDns  
                                  except KeyError:  
                                      pubDns = None  
                                  # Create our own Bool for Public-facing EC2  
instances  
                                  if pubIp != None or pubDns != None:  
                                      isPublic = True  
                                  else:  
                                      isPublic = False  
                                  # Not all machines have an IAM Role...  
                                  try:  
                                      instanceProfileArn =  
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Certain vulnerabilities and attack vectors are stopped by using IMDSv2, notably Server-
side Request Forgery (SSRF) attack vectors against middleware such as proxies and 
Web Application Firewalls (WAFs). Attempting to figure out the age of an instance is an 
important metric to ensure freshness of underlying images and can be correlated with 
higher vulnerability counts the older an instance is. The only way to determine the actual 
creation date of an instance is to determine when the instance volume was first attached. 
Barring that, attempts are made to see the last time the instance was turned on, and if 
neither date are available, an empty value is used.

https://portswigger.net/web-security/ssrf
https://portswigger.net/web-security/ssrf
https://blog.appsecco.com/an-ssrf-privileged-aws-keys-and-the-capital-one-breach-4c3c2cded3af?gi=6c81901c052f
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str(i['IamInstanceProfile']['Arn'])  
                                  except KeyError:  
                                      instanceProfileArn = None  
                                  # Setup an IMDSv2 Mode ID  
                                  imdsToken =  
str(i['MetadataOptions']['HttpTokens']) 
                                  if imdsToken == 'required':  
                                      imdsv2Status = True  
                                  else:  
                                      imdsv2Status = False  
                                  # Attempt to get LaunchTime from EBS...  
                                  try:  
                                      launchTime =  
i['BlockDeviceMappings'][0]['Ebs']['AttachTime']  
                                  except KeyError:  
                                      launchTime = i['LaunchTime']  
                                  except IndexError:  
                                      launchTime = None

To finish the collection, all parsed and refined data is reassembled into a new Python 
dictionary and appended into a list which is returned to another function for saving the 
data. When reforming and collating data into a new format it is important to consider the 
downstream usage, especially when the data will be joined with other data for analysis. For 
instance, when parsing Inspector data, you will be joining the data sets on the EC2 instance 
identifier value. Ensuring style consistency of the keys and identifying similar “primary 
keys” is an important operational consideration for data engineering efforts.

                                # Assembled & write dict to List  
                                  try: 
                                      ec2DataDict = {  
                                          'InstanceId': instanceId,  
                                          'AccountId': str(account),  
                                          'AwsRegion': region,  
                                          # SSM Info  
                                          'ManagedBySsm': mngBySsm,  
                                          'PingStatus': pingStatus,  
                                          'SsmAgentVersion': agentVersion, 
                                          'PlatformType': platformType,  
                                          'IsLatestLinuxAgent': latestAgent, 
                                          'SsmComputerName': computerName, 
                                          'SsmAssociationStatus': assocStatus,  
                                          # EC2 Info  
                                          'ImageId': str(i['ImageId']),  
                                          'InstanceType': str(i['InstanceType']),  
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                                          # 'LaunchTime' is essentially a Created 
At data retrieved from EBS info  
                                          'LaunchTime': launchTime,  
                                          'PrivateDnsName':  
str(i['PrivateDnsName']),  
                                          'PrivateIpAddress': privateIp,  
                                          'PublicIpAddress': pubIp,  
                                          'PublicDnsName': pubDns,  
                                          'IsPublic': isPublic,  
                                          'State': str(i['State']['Name']),  
                                          'SubnetId': subnetId,  
                                          'VpcId': str(i['VpcId']),  
                                          'Architecture': str(i['Architecture']), 
                                          'IamInstanceProfileArn':  
instanceProfileArn,  
                                          'NetworkInterfaceId':  
str(i['NetworkInterfaces'][0]['NetworkInterfaceId']),  
                                          'SecurityGroupId':  
str(i['SecurityGroups'][0]['GroupId']),  
                                          'SecurityGroupName':  
str(i['SecurityGroups'][0]['GroupName']),  
                                          'ImdsV2Enabled': imdsv2Status, 
                                           'MetadataOptionsHttpTokens': imdsToken, 
                                           'MetadataOptionsHttpPutResponseHopLimit': 
str(i['MetadataOptions']['HttpPutResponseHopLimit']),  
                                          'MetadataOptionsHttpEndpoint':  
str(i['MetadataOptions']['HttpEndpoint']),  
                                          'MetadataOptionsInstanceMetadataTags': 
str(i['MetadataOptions']['InstanceMetadataTags']),  
                                          'EnclaveOptions':  
str(i['EnclaveOptions']['Enabled'])  
                                    }  
                                          ec2Data.append(ec2DataDict)  
                                 except KeyError:  
                                          continue  
       except botocore.exceptions.ClientError as error:  
           # If we get an Assume Role Error either the role doesn't exist or  
something is wrong  
            # print to stdout so we can record it and move on  
            if error.response['Error']['Code'] == 'AccessDenied':  
               print(f'Cannot assume the role for Account {account}')  
               continue  
            else:  
                print(f'We found another error! {error}')  
                continue 

       print(f'EC2 collection for AWS Account {account} complete.') 

    print(f'EC2 Collection complete')  
    return ec2Data 
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Needing to maintain “metadata dictionaries” or other mapping mechanisms to account 
for discrepancies is a time-wasting process that is a counterindication for data quality 
SLAs. Changes and other inconsistencies are (empirically) among the leading causes of 
incomplete data and inaccurate metrics. This extends to only capturing pertinent data, it 
is more difficult to remove data from a source than add it in, especially regarding relational 
databases and business intelligence tools which are not as flexible as a wide-column 
NoSQL (such as Amazon DynamoDB) or document-oriented NOSQL (such as Amazon 
DocumentDB) database offering.

The last part of the snippet saves the list of dictionaries you created for EC2 and SSM data 
into both JSON and uses the Python pandas library (along with pyarrow) to save the data 
in Apache Parquet format. JSON is the most widely used data exchange format, especially 
from modern APIs, while Parquet is a columnar and storage-optimized data format. JSON 
is “human-readable” since it can be opened in a text editing program to be viewed. This 
makes it attractive to end-users to quickly analyze the file without needing other tools. 
However, JSON files are many orders of magnitude larger than Parquet for disk space as 
well as the memory overhead of reading the files into memory. Parquet needs specialized 
tools to utilize it such as pyarrow and pandas, but due to its columnar orientation it uses 
less memory overhead, is a smaller file, and can be queried more efficiently. Many big data 
systems and data lakes such as Apache Iceberg, Hive, and Amazon Athena are optimized for 
working with Parquet data.

def process_ec2_metadata(): 
 ''' 
 This function saves output from the `get_ec2_metadata()` function into JSON and Parquet 
 ''' 
 ec2Data = get_ec2_metadata() 
 # Save to JSON 
 with open('./ec2_ssm_data.json', 'w') as jsonfile: 
  json.dump( 
   ec2Data, 
   jsonfile, 
   indent=4, 
   default=str 
   ) 
 
 print('Saved EC2 data to JSON') 
 

https://pandas.pydata.org/
https://arrow.apache.org/docs/python/index.html
https://parquet.apache.org/
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For quick analysis, the JSON files will be immediately useful for quick analysis, 
performing basic searches within a text editor, or reading through the file in its totality. 
Parquet, given its columnar orientation and size, is excellent for moving through your 
downstream data pipelines and using directly within a business intelligence tool.

While this raw data is not useful for TVM program purposes, there are several metrics 
to be gleaned from this data source as it relates to configuration management of the 
infrastructure, operating system, and SSM-related statistics.

 ◆ Percentage of Instances that are Public: This metric comes from the IsPublic value in the 
data source and is generated if the instance has a Public IP address or DNS record. This is a 
baseline “slicer” metric for prioritization as it represents your “attack surface.” To add more 
value to this metric, and get to the true value, consider evaluating the attached security 
groups’ rules or using a tool such as Network Mapper (NMAP) or WhatWeb against the IP and/
or DNS name. Understanding the business and technological use case is also important, as 
certain appliances and middleware may be required to be public facing such as reverse proxies 
or self-hosted load balancers.

 ◆ Percentage of Instances without IAM Instance Profiles: An EC2 Instance without an IAM 
Instance Profile cannot work with SSM due to missing permissions. This metric is gleaned 
from instances with a IamInstanceProfileArn value of null. Instances with IAM Instance 
Profiles can be separately evaluated for the existence of the SSM managed policy being 
attached. This is a remediation metric as SSM missing means you will not be able to scan your 
instance for vulnerabilities.

 ◆ Percentage of Instances not using Instance Metadata Service V2 (IMDSv2): This metric 
comes from the ImdsV2Enabled value in the data source. As discussed earlier, IMDSv2 can 
help to mitigate certain Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) attack vectors. Configuration 

 # Save to Parquet 
 # Create a DataFrame from the List 
 df = pd.DataFrame(ec2Data) 
 # Save the DF to Parquet compressed with Gzip 
 df.to_parquet( 
  path='./ec2_ssm_data.parquet.gz', 
  engine='pyarrow', 
  compression='gzip', 
  index=None 
  ) 
 
process_ec2_metadata()
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should be considered keeping in mindful of other agents or appliances running on the Instance, 
as not every single agent or appliance supports the IMDSv2 endpoint. This metric should receive 
prioritization in tandem with a TVM report that contains CVEs that are exploited using SSRF 
attack vectors.

 ◆ Percentage of Instances not using SSM/Inspector supported Operating Systems AMIs: This 
metric can be gleaned by using the DescribeImages API in the same Region where the EC2 image 
is hosted from the ImageId value. Vendors typically provide the name of the operating system 
within the description or image location of the AMI. This is an advanced metric as it requires 
additional and specialized parsing per image that can inform other programs such as patch 
management and OS management including finding Images from untrusted sources, self-built, 
or even imported images. 

 » Additionally, looking at the age of an Image relative to the age of an Instance is a useful KPI to 
push to Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) where at a certain threshold you may consider snapshotting 
the data and launching a new instance with a more up-to-date image if possible.

 » This data enrichment can further be combined with the result of Architecture from the data set. 
An operating system of a specific architecture (x86, x64, or ARM) may not be covered by SSM at 

any given time.

 ◆ Percentage of Instances managed by SSM: This metric comes from ManagedBySsm and tells you 
if the identity (IAM Instance Profile) and the operating system are supported and onboarded 
within SSM. Collecting metrics for the Instance Profile and Images will inform your team of 
the complexity to remediated uncovered instances, if possible. Importantly, without SSM you 
cannot use Inspector for vulnerability management.

 ◆ Percentage of Instances without the latest SSM Agent: This metric comes from 
IsLatestLinuxAgent. This is a metric provided for Linux only directly from SSM, Windows can 
be inferred with additional enrichment. While using the latest SSM Agent is nearly going to 
guarantee the best functionality, your team should consider doing per-Operating System/
per-Architecture research about which combinations support what version of the Agent and 
compare it to versions with certain benchmarks such as support Inventory and Inspector.
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 ◆ Percentage of Instances with a failed SSM Association: The metric comes from 
SsmAssociationStatus, where a value of Failed tells you that an instance had an SSM 
Association that failed to run. SSM Associations are managed by SSM State Manager which 
is used to schedule the running of one or more SSM Documents against your instance. This 
can range from instance recovery to patch management, to inventory collection. Additional 
information such as the specific Associations per instance would need to be collected to 
determine what made it fail. Using this evidence can be important for other TVM metrics such 
as understanding why vulnerabilities are still outstanding (if a patching Association failed) or a 
vulnerability scan is failing (if inventory Association is failing).

While information about tags is not collected by the provided script, there are many use cases and metrics 
that can be covered by them. A tagging policy is an important governance tool for many departments 
outside of security such as IT Finance, IT, and Architecture. Attribution across cost centers, business units, 
individual owners, and other elements may be required and can greatly help a security team as a whole 
or the TVM team glean important context. Unless AWS Accounts are clearly delineated by development 
environment tier and business unit, without tags, being able to tell this information is likely impossible.

AWS provides managed tags to some resources depending on how they were deployed. For instance, 
nearly every resource that is part of a CloudFormation Stack will have the identifier of the Stack added 
as a managed tag, a quick way to tell if a resource was built by IaC and its overall parent for fine-
grained drift detection and attribution back to a specific builder. While out of the scope of this eBook, 
a TVM team can also be responsible for other types of vulnerabilities, such as those coming from IaC 
static analysis tools such as CFRipper or cfn-nag for CloudFormation. Using the Stack identifiers and 
comparing CSPM, vulnerability management and IaC findings as a meta-analysis is a very important KPI 
for the overall efficacy of “build phase” scanning.

In this section you learned in-depth techniques to gather EC2 and SSM data across a  
multi-account and multi-region AWS environment using Python. You learned about Python coding 
concepts such as internal concepts, core competencies, interoperability, and memory optimization 
considerations. You also learned about specific data elements to consider collecting, styling 
considerations, and data manipulation techniques for enrichment, collation, refinement, and storage. 
Finally, you learned about specific metrics and the attributes within the data source  
that can be leveraged to generate them. In the next section, you will learn about batch collection  
of Inspector vulnerability information and performing basic analysis and metrics generation  
on the data.

https://github.com/stelligent/cfn_nag
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Collecting, Collating, & Refining Amazon 
Inspector Data
In this section you will learn about collecting data from Amazon Inspector using a batch 
workload in a single region and how to enable Organizations integration for Inspector if you 
have not already. You will learn to parse the data set and conduct basic analysis to draw out 
other important data. Finally, you will learn about specific metrics and the attributes within the 
data sources that can be leveraged to generate them.

There are two methods for batch processing vulnerability data with Inspector, the first is using 
the ListFindings API and the second – more straightforward way – is by uploading the data to 
an Amazon S3 bucket, the de facto standard for object storage with the CreateFindingsReport 
API. The former will take much longer outside of collecting specifically filtered findings from 
Inspector, of which there is merit, for brevity - the latter mechanism will be used.

However, pre-setup is required, as all bulk data uploads to S3 must be encrypted with an 
Amazon Key Management Service (KMS) Customer Master Key (CMK), which is a logical 
representation of an AES-256/GCM symmetrical key stored in an AWS-owned Hardware 
Security Module (HSM). You must either repurpose existing resources or create a new S3 Bucket 
and KMS CMK along with resource-based policies for both.

Resource-based policies are an AWS IAM construct which control the zone of trust for a specific 
resource. Even if an identity-based policy allows an action against a resource, the resource-
based policy must allow that principal to perform said action against it as well. For example, an 
S3 bucket policy can permit certain identities to take specific actions in specific parts of an S3 
bucket, meaning that even if the identity in question has IAM permissions to take all actions 
on S3 – they will be unable to do so unless the S3 Bucket Policy explicitly allows it. This is similar 
for KMS Key Policies and all other resource-based policies. Resource policies are a great way to 
further minimize effective permissions, create protective layers around resources, and prevent 
potential resource takeovers and lateral movement in an environment. These topics are out of 
scope for the purpose of this eBook.

To start, locate or create a new S3 bucket and add the following Bucket Policy to it. Take note to 
replace your Account identifier, the name of your bucket, and decide if you want to specify an 
AWS Region or use a wildcard operator (*) which permits all Inspector regions to interact with 
your bucket.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/inspector/v2/APIReference/API_ListFindings.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/inspector/v2/APIReference/API_CreateFindingsReport.html
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{  
      "Version": "2012-10-17",  
      "Statement": [  
          { 
               "Sid": "Allow inspector to perform Put and Delete actions on s3",  
               "Effect": "Allow",  
               "Principal": {  
                    "Service": "inspector2.amazonaws.com"  
               }, 
               "Action": [  
                   "s3:PutObject",  
                   "s3:PutObjectAcl",  
                   "s3:AbortMultipartUpload"  
               ],  
               "Resource": [  
                   "arn:aws:s3:::<YOUR_BUCKET_NAME_HERE>",  
                   "arn:aws:s3:::<YOUR_BUCKET_NAME_HERE>/*"  
               ],  
               "Condition": {  
                   "StringEquals": {  
                       "aws:SourceAccount": "<YOUR_ACCOUNT_ID_HERE>"  
                   }, 
                   "ArnLike": {  
                       "aws:SourceArn":  
"arn:aws:inspector2:<YOUR_REGION_OR_WILDCARD_HERE>:<YOUR_ACCOUNT_ID_HERE>:report/ 
*"  
                   }  
               } 
           }  
       ] 
    }

Inspector is a regional resource, scoping the condition statement to only allow a specific 
region has far more operational implications than it does security benefits, forcing a 
regional lock would require multiple buckets to be maintained. Note that the IAM principal 
in the policy is not a specific account or ARN for an identity but it is instead a Service 
Principal Name (SPN) which represents the entire AWS service. This is (typically, not in all 
cases) used to grant permissions for a service when AWS takes actions on your behalf – 
such as generating and moving reports or logs – instead of permissions to the service needs 
on its own which is what the service-linked role is for.
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Next, create or repurpose an KMS CMK that is setup for symmetrical encryption, do not 
attempt to use an asymmetric encryption key. An important consideration in accordance 
with your data protection/data security program is if you will create a multi-region CMK 
or create a key per AWS Region. Multi-region CMKs will simplify operational overhead but 
have the potential for any Inspector report from any Region being able to be used. The Key 
Policy controls who can perform encryption and decryption with a specific key and having a 
singular key means all the data created with that key regardless of AWS Region (if a multi-
region key) can be decrypted by a properly authorized IAM principal.

Once created, the following Key Policy needs to be applied, some of the statements within the 
Policy are generated by the AWS Console which allows the AWS Root User to fully control the key 
and provides specified identities in your Account (or outside of it) to perform administrative actions 
such as deleting the key. You may modify these statements as desired, however, the final statement 
should not be modified as it is required by Inspector. Replace all required values before saving this 
Policy with the CMK.

    "Version": "2012-10-17",  
    "Id": "key-consolepolicy-3",  
    "Statement": [  
        { 
            "Sid": "Enable IAM User Permissions",  
            "Effect": "Allow",  
            "Principal": {  
                "AWS": "arn:aws:iam::<YOUR_ACCOUNT_ID_HERE>:root"  
            }, 
            "Action": "kms:*",  
            "Resource": "*"  
        },  
        {  
            "Sid": "Allow access for Key Administrators",  
            "Effect": "Allow",  
            "Principal": {  
                "AWS": [  
                    "arn:aws:iam::<YOUR_ACCOUNT_ID_HERE>:role/<SOME_ADMIN_ROLE>", 
                    "arn:aws:iam::<YOUR_ACCOUNT_ID_HERE>:role/<SOME_ADMIN_ROLE>"  
                ] 
            },  
            "Action": [  
                "kms:Create*",  
                "kms:Describe*",  
                "kms:Enable*",  
                "kms:List*",  
                "kms:Put*",  
                "kms:Update*",  
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                "kms:Revoke*",  
                "kms:Disable*",  
                "kms:Get*",  
                "kms:Delete*",  
                "kms:TagResource",  
                "kms:UntagResource",  
                "kms:ScheduleKeyDeletion",  
                "kms:CancelKeyDeletion"  
            ],  
            "Resource": "*"  
         },  
         {  
            "Sid": "Allow inspector to perform kms actions",  
            "Effect": "Allow",  
            "Principal": {  
                "Service": "inspector2.amazonaws.com"  
            }, 
            "Action": [  
                "kms:Decrypt",  
                "kms:GenerateDataKey*"  
            ], 
            "Resource": "*",  
            "Condition": {  
                 "StringEquals": {  
                     "aws:SourceAccount": "<YOUR_ACCOUNT_ID_HERE>"  
                 }, 
                 "ArnLike": {  
                     "aws:SourceArn":  
"arn:aws:inspector2:<YOUR_REGION_OR_WILDCARD_HERE>:<YOUR_ACCOUNT_ID_HERE>:report/ 
*"  
                 }  
              }  
           }  
        ]  
     }

With an S3 bucket and KMS CMK setup, take note of their name and ARN, respectively. The 
values are required for the report generation script. The script can be run anywhere, for 
usage in ad-hoc use cases, as well as scheduled events where bulk collection is desirable. 
Versus streaming data ingestion, scheduled batch collection for the initiation and sporadic 
bulk-updates of your baseline data repository is important to accurately measure a  
TVM program.
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The script will perform parsing in-memory, so ensure where you run this script has enough 
memory and compute resources allocated in relation to how many vulnerabilities and resources 
you have. This can be spot-checked within the Console in any given Region for Inspector – 
processing JSON in memory using Python is intensive so consider using a higher-allocated 
Fargate Task or similarly resourced Lambda function if those services are used.

Create a new script and paste in the following code to import required libraries and set your 
constants that are used in the script. The Python os.environ method is used to retrieve 
environment variables for a S3 bucket and KMS CMK, commented code on the side of each 
constant serves as a helper for setting the variables in a Linux environment.

import os  
import uuid  
import boto3  
from time import sleep  
import json 

REPORTS_BUCKET = os.environ['REPORTS_BUCKET'] #export REPORTS_BUCKET='aaaaaa'  
INSPECTOR_KMS_KEY_ARN = os.environ['INSPECTOR_KMS_KEY_ARN'] #export  
INSPECTOR_KMS_KEY_ARN='aaaaaa'  
INSPECTOR_REPORT_UUID = str(uuid.uuid4())

Next, create a function which uses to the Inspector CreateFindingsReport API to export all 
your current Inspector findings as a JSON document into the S3 bucket you specify and 
encrypt it with your provided KMS CMK. The report identifier is retrieved from the API’s 
returned response which is used for a subsequent block of code to monitor the progress. 
Using the uuid library, we generate a pseudorandom value to append to the end of the 
report to disambiguate it from further runs of this report.

Important Note: To ready this script for production use cases, consider persisting the “uuid” 
generated value within a database along with the time the report was generated if you 
anticipate use cases where past data can be used such as report templating, machine learning 
model training, or new metrics testing.

https://docs.python.org/3/library/uuid.html
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def generate_report():  
    '''  
    Generates a bulk Inspector report, saves to S3, saves locally, and passes the  
payload along  
   to be parsed further  
    '''  
    inspector = boto3.client('inspector2')  
    s3 = boto3.client('s3') 

    reportId = inspector.create_findings_report(  
        reportFormat='JSON',  
        s3Destination={  
            'bucketName': REPORTS_BUCKET,  
            'keyPrefix': f'inspector_reports/{INSPECTOR_REPORT_UUID}',  
            'kmsKeyArn': INSPECTOR_KMS_KEY_ARN  
        } 
    )['reportId']

The following code introduces the while statement, also known as the “while loop,” within 
Python along with the Boolean operator True within the context of the while loop. In 
Python, any code block underneath is continually run until a condition is met, this can be 
used in any number of scenarios where repeated or iterative computation is required. When 
using True with the while statement, the code will run continuously until you stop it by 
forcing the evaluation to False. There are a few ways to do this, the most direct is using the 
break statement as below.

The usage of this type of while loop is important for creating a waiter which is not as much 
as an official Python term but a concept that exists within the Boto3 SDK. A waiter in Boto3 
transparently handles waiting for a specified condition to happen such as waiting for a 
resource to be created or destroyed. Not every API supported by Boto3 has a waiter, and 
not every situation is covered by a waiter. Therefore, we need to create one ourselves to 
monitor the report generation being successful and retrieving the destination where the 
report is stored.
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Within the while loop, our code will retrieve the status of our report using the 
GetFindingsStatusReport API and uses an if statement to pause for 3 seconds if the status 
report is not reporting as a successful (the value returned by the API is “SUCCEEDED” in that 
case), using the sleep function from the time module. The previous status is purged from 
memory and the loop restarts until a successful report is encountered in which case the 
break statement “breaks” the while loop and continues with evaluation. In the event the 
report generation fails or is cancelled, an exception is thrown using the raise statement 
which stops the entire script from running.

    # Gather status for the report with a custom waiter  
    while True:  
        status =  
inspector.get_findings_report_status(reportId=reportId)['status']  
         if status != 'SUCCEEDED':  
             print(f'Report status is {status}, waiting 3 more seconds.')  
             sleep(3)  
             del status  
             status = 
inspector.get_findings_report_status(reportId=reportId)['status']  
       elif status == ('FAILED' or 'CANCELLED'):  
             raise  
       else:  
             destination =  
inspector.get_findings_report_status(reportId=reportId)['destination']['keyPrefix 
']  
             break 

print(f'Report generated successfully.')

With the report completed, using the destination we retrieved from the status API, we will 
locate the object’s key name within the S3 bucket. Pass that key to the S3 GetObject API 
which reads the object (in this case, the Inspector JSON report) as a bytes-like object using the 
read() and decode() functions. This is essentially the same as using json.loads() or json.
load() to read a local JSON document, which we could do if we downloaded the object locally. 
Ironically, we do save the original report from this bytes-like object which mitigates the 
typical reasons you would do this such as not having enough disk-space or other I/O-bound 
constraints if manipulating (downloading, reading, deleting) multiple smaller documents.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/inspector/v2/APIReference/API_GetFindingsReportStatus.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/API/API_GetObject.html
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As mentioned, the original report is saved locally using a with open statement that specifies 
the name of the file and the operation – in this case “w” – instructs our file context manager 
to write the contents of the Inspector findings that are in memory into a file with some light 
styling. Indents “pretty prints” the JSON with proper spacing and the default parameter 
instructs JSON to turn any unsupported data type into a string to avoid errors. This is handy 
for dealing with Python Datetime data types and other unsupported data types. Finally, we 
pass the payload that is still in memory to another function that is used to curate specific 
data from the findings.

    # Retrieve the report Key name  
    reportName = s3.list_objects_v2( 
       Bucket=REPORTS_BUCKET,  
       Prefix=destination  
    )['Contents'][0]['Key'] 

    # Read the vulnerabilities into...memory...God save you  
    payload = json.loads(  
       s3.get_object(  
           Bucket=REPORTS_BUCKET,  
           Key=reportName  
)['Body'].read().decode()) 

   # Save the original report  
   with open('./inspector_findings.json', 'w') as jsonfile:  
        json.dump(  
             payload,  
             jsonfile,  
             indent=4,  
             default=str  
        )

    print('Original Inspector report saved to disk.') 

    process_findings(payload)

Next, create another functioned named process_findings(payload) that accepts a list 
of findings and uses a for loop to iterate through each finding and retrieve specific values 
from it. The first operation is to ensure the vulnerability data is about EC2 instances and 
not another resources, if not, the finding is ignored using the continue statement. Next, 
vulnerability-specific details such as the identifier (this is almost always a CVE identifier), 
the vendor source, the vendor’s severity label, the vendor’s reference URL and CVSS data is 
retrieved. If there is not any CVSS v3.1 scoring available, null values are returned. Consider 
modifying this to adopt a neutral schema that considers any type of scoring model.
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def process_findings(payload): 
    '''  
    Processes the findings in detail for usage in vulnerability management  
metrics. Sends the full payloads to be processed elsewhere. 
    '''  
    payloadSize = len(payload['findings'])  
    print(f'Processing {payloadSize} findings!')  
    # Empty list for processed vulns  
    processedPayloads = []  
    # Process the findings  
    for ivuln in payload['findings']:  
        # check to make sure finding is about an EC2 instance  
        if ivuln['resources'][0]['type'] != 'AWS_EC2_INSTANCE':  
            continue  
        try:  
            # make parsing easier...  
            pvds = ivuln['packageVulnerabilityDetails']  
            vulnerabilityId = pvds['vulnerabilityId']  
            vendorSeverity = str(pvds['vendorSeverity']).capitalize()  
            source = pvds['source']  
            sourceUrl = pvds['sourceUrl']  
            # Parse CVSS 3.x scoring  
            for cvss in pvds['cvss']:  
                if (cvss['version'] == '3.1' and cvss['source'] == 'NVD'):  
                    baseScore = cvss['baseScore']  
                    scoringVector = cvss['scoringVector']  
                    break  
                else:  
                    baseScore = None  
                    scoringVector = None

The next bit of code contains the rest of the code to process the Inspector findings into a 
new normalized schema. Other high-level information used for metrics such as  
datetimes, if there is a fix available, the EC2 instance identifier, the original finding ARN, 
the title, description, and similar metadata along with the previously processed datapoints 
are written into a new Python dictionary. Some basic error handling attempts to avoid any 
finding without package vulnerability details. These dictionaries are written to a new  
list which is passed to another function which will save these processed findings to a 
different file.



            parsedVulnDict = {  
                'Description': ivuln['description'],  
                'FindingArn': ivuln['findingArn'],  
                'FirstObservedAt': ivuln['firstObservedAt'],  
                'FixAvailable': ivuln['fixAvailable'],  
                'LastObservedAt': ivuln['lastObservedAt'],  
                'VulnerabilityId': vulnerabilityId,  
                'ReferenceUrl': f'https://cve.mitre.org/cgi- 
bin/cvename.cgi?name={vulnerabilityId}', # fill in the NVD url  
                'Cvss3BaseScore': baseScore,  
                'Cvss3ScoringVector': scoringVector,  
                'VendorSeverity': vendorSeverity,  
                'Source': source,  
                'SourceUrl': sourceUrl,  
                'RemediationReccomendation':  
ivuln['remediation']['recommendation']['text'],  
                'InstanceId': ivuln['resources'][0]['id'],  
                'Severity': ivuln['severity'],  
                'Status': ivuln['status'],  
                'Title': ivuln['title'],  
                'UpdatedAt': ivuln['updatedAt'],  
          }  
          processedPayloads.append(parsedVulnDict)  
      except KeyError as e:  
          # if there are not package vuln details...it's not a CVE...it's a  
stupid "attack surface" (LOL!) finding  
            if str(e) == "'packageVulnerabilityDetails'":  
                continue  
            else: 
                raise e 

save_processed_findings(processedPayloads)
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Important Note: This parsing does not consider any of the library-specific data (name, 
publisher, architecture) nor does it retrieve any resource information. The former, because 
multiple packages can be implicated per vulnerability and the latter because you retrieve 
much of that information from the EC2 API.

Finally, create the last function, save_processed_findings(processed_findings) which 
writes the processed findings to another file. Having both the processed and original files 
may help with reconciling data discrepancies. As no filters were specified when generating 
the original report, expect non-EC2 findings as well as non-package related findings to be 
present leading to initial differences between total findings in the files.
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def save_processed_findings(processed_findings):  
    '''  
    Saves the processed vulns to file  
    '''  
    print(f'Saving {len(processed_findings)} processed vulnerabilities to file.') 

    with open('./processed_inspector_findings.json', 'w') as jsonfile:  
         json.dump( 
             processed_findings,  
             jsonfile,  
             indent=4,  
             default=str  
         ) 

generate_report()

The processed findings will have a schema resembling the following snippet, as mentioned, 
consider bolstering this data further or not processing it at all depending on the destination 
of the data.

{  
    "Description": "\n Oleksandr Tyshchenko discovered that the Xen  
paravirtualization platform in\n the Linux kernel on ARM platforms contained a  
race condition in certain\n situations. An attacker in a guest VM could use this  
to cause a denial of\n service in the host OS.",  
    "FindingArn": "arn:aws-iso:inspector2:us-iso-east- 
1:111111222222:finding/aaaaazzzzz1112222b8524",  
    "FirstObservedAt": "2022-09-26T14:11:30.276Z",  
    "FixAvailable": "NO",  
    "LastObservedAt": "2022-09-26T14:11:30.276Z",  
    "VulnerabilityId": "CVE-2022-33744",  
    "ReferenceUrl": "https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2022- 
33744",  
    "Cvss3BaseScore": 4.7,  
    "Cvss3ScoringVector": "CVSS:3.1/AV:L/AC:H/PR:L/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:N/A:H",  
    "VendorSeverity": "Medium",  
    "Source": "UBUNTU_CVE",  
    "SourceUrl": "https://people.canonical.com/~ubuntu-security/cve/2022/CVE- 
2022-33744.html",  
    "RemediationReccomendation": "None Provided",  
    "InstanceId": "i-a1b2c3d4e5b6",  
    "Severity": "MEDIUM",  
    "Status": "CLOSED",  
    "Title": "CVE-2022-33744 - linux-image-aws",  
    "UpdatedAt": "2022-09-27T06:50:26.516Z"  
}
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Whether a SQL, NoSQL, data warehouse, data lake or business intelligence solution will be 
used will largely dictate how the data should be stored for query and storage optimization. 
You may consider further transforming the processed data into Parquet or Avro for better 
storage and query performance. You may also consider keeping the findings in their original 
form and storing them into a document database. Certain systems do not handle nested 
data well at all, such as Amazon QuickSight – AWS’ business intelligence tool, requiring 
pre-processing for it to be done. Regardless of the final location or file extension, only the 
pertinent information should be captured to optimize for cost and query speeds.

Regarding metrics, these will be oriented against the current processed finding and 
expanded upon in the following sections once the datasets are joined with coverage data. 
The baseline vulnerability findings dataset contains useful information to aggregate with 
such as CVSS scoring and vectors, vendor severity labels, and sources that may serve as 
various thresholds for more impactful metrics and enrichment. Using solely a qualitative 
label such as “Medium” or “High,” or even using a CVSS score, or a specific vector is utterly 
meaningless without context about the vulnerability itself as well as the asset on which 
it is oriented. Effective vulnerability management is at the intersection of effective asset 
management, vulnerability intelligence, and a well-defined risk treatment process (e.g., 
remediation SLAs).

 ◆ Open Vulnerabilities: Inspector makes the distinction of an open (active) vulnerability or not. 
The vulnerabilities are continually persisted per resource, so you monitor if a vulnerability ever 
re-opens and use it as a determination of the Mean Time to Resolution (MTTR) based on the 
times that are provided. On its own, this metric shows what “total work” exists which will be 
further pared down by future enrichment. The value of Status will either be ACTIVE or CLOSED.

 ◆ Remediation Available: Inspector provides the FixAvailable value which can be YES or NO. 
This may refer to either a new updated version, an available mitigation technique, or both. 
Vulnerabilities that are otherwise considered high priority because of the asset’s posture and 
relevant threat intelligence without fixes available should be deemed dangerous and should 
dictate external mitigating controls.

 ◆ Vulnerability Age: Using the FirstObservedAt value for open vulnerabilities to determine 
how long a vulnerability has been open. This may be useful when comparing against SLAs that 
are internally defined or are contractually obligated to be followed. This age metric on its own 
may be effective for simple SLAs but should still be taken into consideration in relation to other 
context and intelligence.
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These are the only effective metrics that can be gleaned from the baseline findings that are 
processed. The full payload does include specific package information as well as limited asset 
management information which may be able to be used for extra context, especially if useful 
tags are enforced in your environment. However, more data is almost always needed. While 
having resource identifiers available can help with aggregation, this alone is not an effective 
manner of data-driven security. Without understanding your threat environment, your 
business requirements, and priorities, without vulnerability intelligence, and without asset 
management metadata such as software packages, IP addresses, and asset hierarchy you will 
be forced to rely on blindly prioritizing using CVSS scoring or a vulnerability age.

In this section you learned different methods to retrieve vulnerabilities from Amazon Inspector 
and how to prepare S3 buckets and KMS CMKs for usage with the Inspector service for the 
purpose of bulk data ingestion. Additionally, you learned how additional Python concepts such 
as “while loops” and how to perform more conditional parsing of information as well as more 
Boto3 SDK manipulations such as reading S3 objects into memory. Finally, you learned how 
to parse specific information out of bulk Inspector findings and identified basic metrics that 
can be built off the data source. In the next section you will learn how to gather vulnerability 
intelligence in the form of exploitability information.
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Basic Vulnerability Intelligence: 
Exploitability
In this section you will learn about gathering basic vulnerability intelligence from two 
sources to determine if a vulnerability is easily exploitable and actively used by adversaries. 
Vulnerability intelligence (VULNINT) is a specific form of Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) 
focused on the collection, analysis, production, and dissemination of intelligence on various 
vulnerabilities within your environment to better inform your TVM program. VULNINT 
may take various forms such as outputs from specifically crafted honeypots that mirror 
your production environment’s technology stack, mitigations for a vulnerability, security 
research about follow-on attacks, or in our case: information about readily available 
exploits and their usage.

VULNINT along with specific vulnerability research can be gleaned by your Security Operations 
Center (SOC) if CTI or research roles live there, or they may live within the TVM team itself. VULNINT 
can also be purchased or gathered from other sources, or a combination of the mentioned sources. 
Mature organizations should have the budget to hire these specialized roles, or may decide to 
purchase the intelligence products, but there are many online sources to create these intelligence 
products and factors for yourself.

The easiest and most readily available data is if there are exploits available for a specific 
vulnerability. You already know a vulnerability refers to any weakness, flaw, misconfiguration or 
other defect about a specific software, firmware, and/or hardware component that can negatively 
affect the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of an impacted component or service. An exploit 
is any piece of code, program, tradecraft, or other technique that is used to take advantage of a 
specific vulnerability on a specific system. Technically every vulnerability can be exploited as by 
virtue of existing means there is at least a theoretical way for adversaries to take advantage of 
them. Some exploits are much easier to carry out, however exploits greatly range in their elegance 
and complexity.

Adversaries, regardless of if they are a State Actor such as United States NSA or Iran’s Quds Force, 
a state-sponsored actor, a terror organization, or an opportunistic attacker, these adversaries 
will almost always prefer to use an easy-to-execute exploit especially when mitigating factors 
do not exist or are difficult to implement. These exploits can be as simple as a specific parameter 
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to include within a URL or submitting a crafted file or API request to an endpoint to ones much 
more complex such as timing attacks or side-channel attacks. Advanced researchers and VULINT 
practitioners should glean this information in the creation of their intelligence products, however, 
the concentration of this section will be if an exploit exists at all.

Exploitability data has existed for nearly two decades but despite that fact are nowhere near as 
ubiquitous as gathering CVE data itself. The data on its own can greatly help prioritize vulnerability 
treatment efforts as any vulnerability, especially on public-facing assets, with an exploit is far 
more likely to lead to an incident than one that is not. In fact, adversary groups automate these 
exploitation techniques continuously millions of times a day across the entire internet with various 
defense evasion techniques such as using TOR, VPNs, Virtual Private Servers, and even the AWS 
Cloud itself. This greatly raises the stakes for vulnerability treatment on public assets and why it is 
an important and formative piece of VULNINT.

Important Note: Never assume that exploit availability data is complete, a vast majority is 
gleaned from security researchers themselves making public disclosures, supplementary 

VULNINT production should be considered with internal teams based on the CVE’s background 
information and validated with deceptive technologies and/or breach & attack simulations.

There are two major ways to glean open-source VULNINT about exploits, the first is straightforward 
using available APIs to download and parse files, the second is more involved that involves scraping 
websites. Both methods using two different sources will be covered, the more sources for collection 
will lead to stronger VULNINT products and better security outcomes. How the exploit data will 
be used is ultimately up to the VULNINT function and larger TVM team. The simplest is using it 
as a form of direct enrichment on CVEs to flag if they have an exploit available. Every source and 
vendor of this type of data has a different schema so for the purposes of this section it will be greatly 
simplified to the CVE and the source.

To start, we will begin with an API-driven approach that vends a file that can be easily parsed, 
this will be provided courtesy of the United States Cyber and Infrastructure Security Agency’s 
(CISA) Known Exploitable Vulnerability (KEV) dataset which contains a list of CVEs with active 
exploitation based on CISA’s data collection. The KEV dataset is directly available in a JSON and CSV 
file without any nested elements which greatly simplifies collection of this data. To start, create a 
new Python script using the following code snippet.

https://www.cisa.gov/about-cisa
https://www.cisa.gov/known-exploited-vulnerabilities-catalog
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import urllib3  
import json  
# Env Var  
CISA_KEV_JSON_URL =  
'https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/feeds/known_exploited_vulnerabilities.j 
son'  
CISA_KEV_FILENAME = 'CISA_KEV_CVEs.json'  
# Pool manager for urllib3  
http = urllib3.PoolManager() 

def collect_exploit():  
    # Pull KEV  
    r = http.request(  
        'GET',  
        CISA_KEV_JSON_URL  
    ) 
    # Empty list for CISA CVEs  
    cveList = [] 
    # Parse CVEs out  
    for v in json.loads(r.data.decode('utf-8'))['vulnerabilities']:  
        cve = str(v['cveID'])  
        print(cve)  
        if cve not in cveList:  
           exploit = {  
              'ExploitCveId': cve,  
              'ExploitSource': 'CISA_KEV'  
           } 
           cveList.append(exploit)  
    # Save file  
    with open(f'./{CISA_KEV_FILENAME}', 'w') as jsonfile:  
        json.dump(  
             cveList,  
             jsonfile,  
             indent=2,  
             default=str  
        )

    print(f'All CISA known exploitable CVEs collected.') 

collect_exploit()

This script retrieves the CISA KEV JSON payload and parses it in memory using a for loop 
along with json.loads() and lightly transforms the data into a dictionary, writes to a 
new list, and saves the file. All that is required is the CVE ID for joining onto the Inspector 
vulnerability data and the source as simple metadata if the source needs to be tracked back 
for more information.
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The next script is much more involved as it requires web scraping and the necessary 
conditional formatting to parse the data into a useable form. Web scraping is any process 
in which automation, or another process is used to extract content and data from a 
website via the underlying HTML code, process the data, and store it in another data store 
for further usage. There are many legitimate use cases outside of the SecDataOps realm 
for scraping such as search engine bots analyzing content, price comparison websites, 
and market researchers. For your purposes, web scraping will be used to pull exploit data 
from a website, Packet Storm (hosted by Roka Security), as they do not provide an easy 
to parse API or file like the CISA KEV does. It is important to note that Packet Storm has 
been observed to misattribute the “exploit” tags on their results or refer users to another 
resource, further data quality meta-analysis is highly recommended to determine if you 
want to include this data source as a VULNINT enrichment source.

The most popular web scraping library in Python is Beautiful Soup which is a library for 
parsing HTML and XML documents and contains helpful methods to conditional search 
and match upon HTML metadata and transform the data into Python data types for easier 
parsing. This will be used along with another Python HTTP library, requests, and several 
native Python methods for manipulating strings to conditionally process and store data 
from Packet Storm. When web scraping, respect should be paid to the target website as 
to not overburden them with requests, so exponential backoffs and pausing between 
processing each page of Packet Storm is implemented in the script.

To begin, install these additional Python libraries required for the script.

pip3 install --upgrade lxml  
pip3 install --upgrade requests  
pip3 install --upgrade bs4

Create a new Python script and paste in the following snippet. This imports our newly used 
libraries and the constants set information that will be used throughout the script. Note 
that the list that contains the exploit data payloads is a constant within global space as 
any unforeseen errors due to throttling or otherwise will immediately trigger the existing 
data in memory to be written to the list. As forewarned, this script can take several hours to 
complete depending on your device’s allocated.

The generate_total_pages() function pulls the entire first page of the Packet Storm 
exploit’s HTML to determine how many total pages of exploit data exists. Like urllib3 with 

https://packetstormsecurity.com/
https://www.rokasecurity.com/
https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/bs4/doc/
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JSON documents, we use requests to pull the HTTP response (in this case, the website’s 
HTML document) into memory and load it into a BeautifulSoup object and specify the 
lxml extension. Now that we have a BeautifulSoup object, we can manipulate the HTML 
document to find specific information. In this case, we are looking for the value that 
contains how many pages are in total which is stored within a “strong” HTML tag – which 
typically renders as bolded lettering – using the Beautiful Soup’s find() function. Finally, we 
use the following Python core library methods to further parse the string.

- split(): This function cuts a string in half and turns each half into a list at the specified word or 
character. As a list it can be accessed with an index, with the value of 1 denoting the second half of 
the split.

- replace(): Replace accepts a tuple with the first value being a targeted value and the second value 
being what you want to replace the value with. This is useful for simple use cases of stripping out 
specific words, characters, or punctuation.

import requests  
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup  
from time import sleep  
import json 

REQUESTS_HEADERS = {  
    'User-agent': 'Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36  
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/70.0.3538.102 Safari/537.36 Edge/18.19582'  
} 
 PACKET_STORM_URL_ROOT = 'https://packetstormsecurity.com/'  
EXPLOIT_PAYLOADS = [] 

def generate_total_pages():  
    '''  
    This function performs a preliminary pull of the Packet Storm website to  
retrieve the total amount of pages  
    and passes that list to another function when called  
    ''' 

    html = requests.get(  
        f'{PACKET_STORM_URL_ROOT}files/tags/exploit/page1',  
        headers=REQUESTS_HEADERS  
    ).text 

    soup = BeautifulSoup(html, 'lxml')  
    # Parse the result for the "nv" HTML `div` which contains the Page X out of X  
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Next, create another function which will call the previously created function that generates 
the total amount of pages and uses the Python range() function that creates a list of 
integers starting from a specific integer and ends at a specific range. Python indices always 
start at zero, however, to page it easier to correlate to page numbers we start at index one 
and add one to the total amount of pages to have the correct number of pages. The pages 
are looped at provided to another function, packet_storm_parser() which dynamically 
generates a URL based on the page number and performs the core parsing of this script. 
Finally, if any exceptions are encountered, any currently scraped and parsed pages will 
immediately be written to file before exiting the script.

information  
    # we will further parse the result to grab this value and use some foul  
trickery to find  
    # the maximum range of pages we need  
    for result in soup.find_all('div', id='nv'):  
        # there is a "strong" CSS text styling that contains the actual range  
        totalPagesRaw = result.find('strong').text  
        # Split on the end of "of " and then remove the commas to get an integer  
back 
        totalPages = int(totalPagesRaw.split('of ')[1].replace(',',''))  
        break 

    print(f'We must parse {totalPages} pages from Packet Storm!') 

    del html  
    del soup 

    return totalPages
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    def prepare_pages_for_parsing(): 
 ''' 
 This function creates the page number variables needed for the parsing logic  
to use

    TODO: Add multi-processing to this...?  
    ''' 
    # get the total amount of pages we need  
    totalPages = generate_total_pages() 

    try:  
        for x in range(1, totalPages + 1):  
            page = str(f'page{x}')  
            packet_storm_parser(page)  
            sleep(0.35)  
    except Exception as e:  
        print(e)  
        prepare_pages_for_parsing()

Now create the packet_storm_parser() function which generates a URL that specifies the 
page number we need to parse, load the HTML document into memory with requests, and 
load it into a BeautifulSoup object as we did in the first function. If you look at the Packet 
Storm website, take note that not every entry is mapped to a CVE, the first bit of parsing 
is attempting to compensate for that. The find_all() function loads all matching HTML 
tags (in this case “dl”) into a list which can be iterated with a for loop. The following find() 
statement attempts to look for the “dd” HTML tag that specifies “cve” and skips over any 
element that does not contain it.
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If a matching CVE entry is located find_all() is used again to parse through the “dt” HTML 
tag which contains nested information such as the description, author, and the CVE IDs 
themselves. A variety of split(), find(), and replace() functions are used to process 
these various data points. To handle situations where a single exploit matches multiple 
CVEs, the variable cveList is created and conditionally parsed depending on how many 
elements are contained within. Remember, anytime split() is used a list is created even 
if it has one value.
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def packet_storm_parser(page):  
    '''  
    This function performs the actual parsing of the Packet Stormer website pages  
    ''' 
    print(f'Parsing page: {page}') 

    html = requests.get(  
        f'{PACKET_STORM_URL_ROOT}files/tags/exploit/{page}',  
        headers=REQUESTS_HEADERS  
    ).text 

    soup = BeautifulSoup(html, 'lxml')  
    # Parse the results of all the `dl` HTML elements which contain information  
and descriptions of the exploit, files, mapped CVEs (if they exist) and more  
    for result in soup.find_all('dl'):  
        # first, find out if the Exploit can be mapped to a CVE at all -  
this will save a lot of parsing and speed this up  
        try:  
            cveDetail = result.find('dd', class_='cve').text  
         except AttributeError:  
         continue  
         # next, we need to retrieve details about the vuln title  
         exploitDescription = str(result.find('dd', class_='detail').text)  
         # lastly we need to parse information within the `dt` HTML element which  
contains the Exploit title, what we can use as the ID 
         # as well as the actual URL - all of this needs to be heavily parsed  
         for dtdetail in result.find_all('dt'):  
             exploitTitle = dtdetail.find('a').text  
             # now we need to blow apart the entire `a` HTML element  
             unprocessedTitleText = dtdetail.find('a')  
             # fuckery to get the link we want, partially  
             exploitUrlRaw =  
str(unprocessedTitleText).split('href="/')[1].replace('"','')  
             # split off of `.html` because that is at least repeatable...we will  
need to put it back in an f-string  
             exploitUrl = exploitUrlRaw.split('.html')[0]  
             # Oh before you make the URL, you need to get the unique ID out from  
between "files/" and the rest of the URI  
             exploitId = exploitUrl.split('files/')[1].split('/')[0]  
             fullExploitUrl = f'{PACKET_STORM_URL_ROOT}{exploitUrl}.html'  
             # parse out the CVE details - if there are CVEs there it will have a  
result such as the below:  
             # advisories | CVE-2021-27876, CVE-2021-27877, CVE-2021-27878 <OR>  
advisories | CVE-2022-2941  
             # the first thing we need to do is split the list  
             cveDetailSplit = cveDetail.split('| ')[1]  
             # turn the comma-sep string into a list (this won't hurt anything if  
there isnt one)  
             # and also kill any white space - not in that order...  
             cveList = cveDetailSplit.replace(' ', '').split(',')
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To complete the parsing, the len() function is used which determines the “length” of a 
list or tuple by returning an integer value of how many elements are contained within. 
Anything greater than one needs to be parsed with a for loop and if not, the list can be 
directly parsed from the zero position. The data is organized into a new dictionary and 
written to the list. This process continues for each page received by the function until 
complete which is why it takes so long.

             if len(cveList) > 1:  
                for cve in cveList:  
                      packetStormInfo = {  
                          'UniqueId': f'{exploitId}-{cve}',  
                          'ExploitTitle': exploitTitle,  
                          'ExploitId': exploitId,  
                          'ExploitUrl': fullExploitUrl,  
                          'ExploitDescription': exploitDescription,  
                          'CveId': cve  
                      } 
                      if packetStormInfo not in EXPLOIT_PAYLOADS:  
                          EXPLOIT_PAYLOADS.append(packetStormInfo)  
             else:  
                  cve = cveList[0]  
                  packetStormInfo = {  
                          'UniqueId': f'{exploitId}-{cve}',  
                          'ExploitTitle': exploitTitle,  
                          'ExploitId': exploitId,  
                          'ExploitUrl': fullExploitUrl,  
                          'ExploitDescription': exploitDescription,  
                          'CveId': cve  
             }  
             if packetStormInfo not in EXPLOIT_PAYLOADS:  
                EXPLOIT_PAYLOADS.append(packetStormInfo) 

print(f'Completed parsing page: {page}')

Create the final function, save_payload(), which saves all currently stored Packet Storm 
exploit payloads to a file. Additionally, this larger file is read back into memory, and parsed 
into another file similar in shape to the CISA KEV parsed file.
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def save_payload():  
    '''  
    This function is triggered at the end of the script and in emergencies  
    ''' 

    with open('./packet_storm_exploits.json', 'w') as jsonfile:  
         json.dump(  
              EXPLOIT_PAYLOADS,  
              jsonfile,  
              indent=2,  
              default=str  
         ) 

    # Empty list for processed exploit data  
    cveList = []  
    # Parse the packet stormer file  
    with open('./packet_storm_exploits.json', 'r') as readjson:  
         for exp in json.load(readjson):  
             cve = exp['CveId']  
             if cve not in cveList:  
                exploit = {  
                    'ExploitCveId': cve,  
                    'ExploitSource': 'PACKET_STORMER'  
                } 
                cveList.append(exploit) 

   print('Done parsing Packet Stormer information.')  
   with open('PACKET_STORMER_EXPLOIT_CVEs.json', 'w') as newjson:  
        json.dump(  
             cveList,  
             newjson,  
             indent=2,  
             default=str  
        ) 

prepare_pages_for_parsing() 

save_payload()

In this section you learned about the different types and considerations for VULNIT as part 
of your larger CTI efforts and how the intelligence products can be used. Additionally, you 
learned about exploit availability data and what qualifies as an exploit and why determining 
vulnerability exploitability is important. Finally, you learned of two sources of vulnerability 
exploit data and how to parse them using various methods such as direct file manipulation 
and web scraping with Python. In the next section you will learn how to enrich and join each 
of the previous data sources you created together and determine metrics for them.
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Vulnerability Management Data Enrichment

In this section you will learn how to combine different data sources and perform conditional 
formatting to further enrich and combine the data sources. Enrichment is the process 
in which existing data is modified by adding in any missing or incomplete data into the 
original dataset or further augmenting the original data by combining it with external  
data sources.

At the end, you will have a larger dataset that contains all your EC2 instances combined 
with processed Amazon Inspector vulnerability findings enriched with exploit availability 
VULNINT. This combined dataset can be easily used in a business intelligence (BI) tool or a 
data lake for further usage, dissemination and/or visualization.

Within a larger SecDataOps center of excellence you may consider the usage of a metadata 
management (MDM) solution to classify the purpose and schema of your different 
types of data as ad-hoc and scheduled data enrichment activities will benefit from that 
rigor. For example, a different vulnerability source such as a Snyk or OWASP Dependency 
Scanner can benefit from exploit VULNINT data, and a patch management data source can 
further enrich the EC2 data source you produced. Having each source with its associated 
characteristics, schema, and intent cataloged will accelerate further SecDataOps use cases.

The script for this section will use the past saved files from the other scripts you have 
executed. Use the following commands to create environment variables for these file 
names. Ensure you change the commands if you modified the names of these files. They 
must be in your current directory to run the new script.

export EC2_SSM_FILENAME='ec2_ssm_data.json'  
export INSPECTOR_COVERAGE_FILENAME='inspector_ec2_coverage.json'  
export INSPECTOR_PROCESSED_FILENAME='processed_inspector_findings.json'  
export CISA_KEV_FILENAME='CISA_KEV_CVEs.json'  
export PACKET_STORM_EXPLOITS_FILENAME='PACKET_STORMER_EXPLOIT_CVEs.json'
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Create a new Python script and add the following snippet which imports the required 
modules, saves the previously created environment variables as constants, and creates 
the get_ec2_inspector_coverage() function which uses a paginator to retrieve all the 
Inspector coverage data (for EC2 instances only) using the ListCoverage API. The API 
returns information about the resource including tags as well as coverage information and 
details about why a resource may not be covered.

def get_ec2_inspector_coverage():  
    '''  
    This function retrieves Inspector coverage for EC2 Instances in the current  
Region  
    '''  
    # Import inspector client  
    inspector = boto3.client('inspector2')  
    # Create empty list for coverage  
    coverageInfo = []  
    # Create a Paginator  
    paginator = inspector.get_paginator('list_coverage')  
    iterator = paginator.paginate(  
          filterCriteria={  
             'resourceType': [  
                 { 
                     'comparison': 'EQUALS',  
                     'value': 'AWS_EC2_INSTANCE'  
                 },  
              ]  
          }  
    ) 
    for page in iterator:  
        for cov in page['coveredResources']: 
            # Resource ID = Instance ID for "AWS_EC2_INSTANCE" filter  
            if cov['scanStatus']['statusCode'] == 'ACTIVE':  
               covered = True  
            else:  
                covered = False  
            inspectorCoverage = {  
                 'ResourceId': cov['resourceId'],  
                 'CoveredByInspector': covered,  
                 'CoverageReason': cov['scanStatus']['reason']  
            }  
            coverageInfo.append(inspectorCoverage) 

    del inspector  
    del paginator  
    del iterator 

    print('Retrieved Inspector coverage for EC2.') 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/inspector/v2/APIReference/API_ListCoverage.html
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    with open(f'./{INSPECTOR_COVERAGE_FILENAME}', 'w') as jsonfile:  
        json.dump(  
             coverageInfo,  
             jsonfile,  
             indent=2,  
             default=str  
        )

Next, create a function called combined_vulnint_data() which facilitates the combination 
of the VULNINT files from Packet Storm and CISA KVD. This will strip the source and 
reconcile duplicate CVEs between the two. For the purposes of easier metrics creation, a 
value of “IsExplotiable” is inserted into the combined schema.

def combined_vulnint_data():  
    ''' Combines CISA KVD and Packet Storm scraped datasets  
    ''' # Create a new list of CVEs - we will strip out the source  
    exploitList = []  
    # Create a list to temporarily store CVE IDs for the combination - this will  
be deleted  
    seenCves = []  
    # Open both files  
    with open(f'./{CISA_KEV_FILENAME}', 'r') as kvdread:  
    kvdList = json.load(kvdread) 

    with open(f'./{PACKET_STORM_EXPLOITS_FILENAME}', 'r') as psread:  
         psList = json.load(psread) 

    print(f'Combinding {len(kvdList)} exploitable CVEs from KVD and {len(psList)}  
exploitable CVEs from Packet Storm.') 

    # Add the CVEs from the exploit lists together as dicts  
    # Insert new key for IsExploitable: True  
    for x in kvdList:  
        if x['ExploitCveId'] not in seenCves:  
            seenCves.append(x['ExploitCveId'])  
            exploitList.append(  
               { 
                   'ExploitCveId': x['ExploitCveId'],  
                   'IsExploitable': True  
               }  
            ) 
    for x in psList:  
        if x['ExploitCveId'] not in seenCves:  
            seenCves.append(x['ExploitCveId'])  
            exploitList.append(  
               { 
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                    'ExploitCveId': x['ExploitCveId'],  
                    'IsExploitable': True  
               } 
            ) 
    print(f'Collected {len(exploitList)} unique exploitable CVEs.') 

    del seenCves 

    return exploitList

Create another new function, enrich_vulnerability_data(), which uses Pandas merge() 
function to combine our previously created processed Inspector findings with the combined 
VULNINT data. The  merge() function operates like other table joining operations within SQL, 
in this case we use a left join, which will keep all the Inspector findings and add any matching 
exploitable CVEs to them. Anywhere there is not a match, null values are added which will be 
manually overrode later for consistency of Boolean values.

Other types of joins include a right join, where only information that matches your “right 
side” table or DataFrame is kept. Inner joins will only keep values that match in both 
datasets, and outer joins will keep matches from either table. Within a Panda’s merge() 
function, the first DataFrame that you perform the merge() operation on is considered 
the “left” table and the DataFrame parameter inside of the function is the “right” table. 
There are complex operations you can execute within the function such as specifying which 
indices to keep, which different values in the right and left tables to join, what to do with 
duplicates, and you can chain other methods such as fillna() and filter() for  
conditional joining.

def enrich_vulnerability_data():  
    '''  
    Combine VULNINT & Inspector vulnerability data  
    '''  
    # Combined exploit data  
    exploitList = combined_vulnint_data() 

    # Create Dataframes for both datasets  
    vulnintDf = pd.DataFrame(exploitList)  
    inspectorDf = pd.read_json(INSPECTOR_PROCESSED_FILENAME) 

    # Left join the vulnint data onto the inspector vuln data into a "combined" PDF 

https://pandas.pydata.org/docs/reference/api/pandas.DataFrame.merge.html
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    combinedDf = inspectorDf.merge(  
        vulnintDf,  
        how='left',  
        left_on='VulnerabilityId',  
        right_on='ExploitCveId'  
    )

    print('Combined VULNINT and Inspector findings.') 

    return combinedDf

Lastly, create the create_ec2_tvm_report() function which inputs all previously enriched 
and merged data sets and merges them with the EC2 and SSM data you collected much 
earlier. Since this script is Regionally bound, expect there to be a lot of missing data until 
you adapt the script to work across multiple Regions. Towards the end of this function, 
the Panda’s fillna() function is used to fill in all null values for CoveredByInspector and 
IsExploitable with a Boolean False instead of keeping them with a None type data type. 
This helps with consistency for high-level metrics. Once complete, a final file is created 
which contains all the data you have collected thus far and is ready for ingestion into a BI 
tool or data lake of your choice.

def create_ec2_tvm_report():  
    '''  
    This function creates a final processed file combining EC2, SSM, Inspector  
and VULNINT data together  
    '''  
    # Get Coverage & read into a DF  
    get_ec2_inspector_coverage()  
    coverageDf = pd.read_json(f'./{INSPECTOR_COVERAGE_FILENAME}') 

    # Get enriched Inspector findings, already in a DF  
    enrichedVulnDf = enrich_vulnerability_data() 

    # Read EC2/SSM Data into a DF - read Account ID as a string otherwise it will  
    # be inferred as an INT and the leading 0's are dropped  
    ec2Df = pd.read_json(  
        EC2_SSM_FILENAME,  
        dtype={  
              'AccountId': 'str',  
        }  
    )
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    # Merge EC2 with Coverage data  
    ec2CoveredDf = ec2Df.merge(  
        coverageDf,  
        how='left',  
        left_on='InstanceId',  
        right_on='ResourceId'  
    )

    print('Merged EC2/SSM Data with Inspector coverage.') 

    # Merge the EC2 w/ Coverage DF with the enriched vulnerability data  
    # this longer process drops duplicate columns  
    finalDf = ec2CoveredDf.merge(  
        enrichedVulnDf,  
        how='left',  
        left_on='ResourceId',  
        right_on='InstanceId',  
        suffixes=('', '_DROP')  
    ).filter(regex='^(?!.*_DROP)') 

    # Where there is a None value for "CoveredByInspector" use this to replace it  
with a False. Do the same for "IsExploitable"  
     finalDf.CoveredByInspector.fillna(False, inplace=True)  
     finalDf.IsExploitable.fillna(False, inplace=True) 

     finalDf.to_json(  
        './EC2_TVM_Report.json',  
        index=False, 
        orient='table',  
        indent=2  
     ) 
create_ec2_tvm_report()

An example output of the final enriched data schema with all possible values is as follows.

{  
     "InstanceId":"i-02f6dEXAMPLE8f5c0c",  
     "AccountId":"123456789012",  
     "AwsRegion":"us-iso-east-1", 
     "ManagedBySsm":true,  
     "PingStatus":"Online",  
     "SsmAgentVersion":"3.1.1927.0",  
     "PlatformType":"Linux",  
     "IsLatestLinuxAgent":"True",  
     "SsmComputerName":"ip-10-199-118-176.us-iso-east-1.compute.internal", 
     "SsmAssociationStatus":"Success", "ImageId":"ami-0f924EXAMPLEd23e2",  
     "InstanceType":"t2.micro",  
     "LaunchTime":"2022-09-26 14:07:10+00:00",  
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     "PrivateDnsName":"ip-10-1-118-176.us-iso-east-1.compute.internal", 
     "PrivateIpAddress":"10.1.118.176",  
     "PublicIpAddress":null,  
     "PublicDnsName":null,  
     "IsPublic":false,  
     "State":"running", 
     "SubnetId":"subnet-087dfEXAMPLE602661",  
     "VpcId":"vpc-050fcEXAMPLEa434",  
     "Architecture":"x86_64",  
     "IamInstanceProfileArn":"arn:aws:iam::123456789012:instance- 
profile\/EXAMPLE",  
     "NetworkInterfaceId":"eni-0aa1a24f243bf66d9",  
     "SecurityGroupId":"sg-088b0b32b0f0e2b28",  
     "SecurityGroupName":"EXAMPLE_SG",  
     "ImdsV2Enabled":false,  
     "MetadataOptionsHttpTokens":"optional",  
     "MetadataOptionsHttpPutResponseHopLimit":1,  
     "MetadataOptionsHttpEndpoint":"enabled", 
     "MetadataOptionsInstanceMetadataTags":"disabled",  
     "EnclaveOptions":"False",  
     "ResourceId":"i-02f6dEXAMPLE8f5c0c",  
     "CoveredByInspector":true,  
     "CoverageReason":"SUCCESSFUL",  
     "Description":"A flaw was found in the libxml2 library in functions used to  
manipulate the xmlBuf and the xmlBuffer types. A substantial input causes values  
to calculate buffer sizes to overflow, resulting in an out-of-bounds write.",  
     "FindingArn":"arn:aws:inspector2:us-iso-east- 
1:123456789012:finding\/1f3e7ceEXAMPLEEXAMPLE0c6853a14",  
     "FirstObservedAt":"2022-10-14T06:31:02.428Z",  
     "FixAvailable":"YES",  
     "LastObservedAt":"2022-10-14T06:31:02.428Z",  
     "VulnerabilityId":"CVE-2022-29824",  
     "ReferenceUrl":"https:\/\/cve.mitre.org\/cgi-bin\/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2022- 
29824",  
     "Cvss3BaseScore":6.5,  
     "Cvss3ScoringVector":"CVSS:3.1\/AV:N\/AC:L\/PR:N\/UI:R\/S:U\/C:N\/I:N\/A:H",  
     "VendorSeverity":"Moderate",  
     "Source":"REDHAT_CVE",  
     "SourceUrl":"https:\/\/access.redhat.com\/security\/cve\/CVE-2022-29824", 
     "RemediationReccomendation":"Avoid passing large inputs to the libxml2  
library.",  
     "Severity":"HIGH",  
     "Status":"ACTIVE",  
     "Title":"CVE-2022-29824 - libxml2, libxml2-python",  
     "UpdatedAt":"2022-10-16T08:44:36.733Z",  
     "ExploitCveId":"CVE-2022-29824",  
     "IsExploitable":true  
}
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Regarding metrics, all previously discussed metrics are in scope for this combined data 
source, which provides more context for certain metrics’ performance. For example, if an 
instance is not covered by Inspector, it may be far more obvious due to not being covered by 
SSM which in turn can be influenced by the lack of an Instance Profile. Additionally, many 
resources can be eliminated from scope, especially those covered by Inspector without 
vulnerabilities or closed vulnerabilities. Writing metrics as queries against the full data 
source can be a very effective tool as you can filter and match multiple cases to retrieve 
pertinent data.

Business contextual metrics and filtration need to always be considered, bringing in 
Tagging data as well as metadata around AWS Accounts such as which environment, 
business unit, and/or division they map into, is a major driver of prioritization. If Business 
Impact Assessments (BIAs) are conducted per business, this is even more important as you 
can work backwards from Crown Jewel applications and use instance-specific metadata 
such as if an instance is public and has exploitable vulnerabilities.

Business context and asset posture should also inform any Service Level Agreements 
that are defined within the vulnerability management program as well, versus a binary 
value such as the severity of any given vulnerability. Traditionally, a remediation SLA and 
related MTTR metrics are done within a timebox of days or weeks related to the severity of 
the vulnerability, such as critical vulnerabilities need to be patched within 72 hours. This 
past example no longer meets muster and instead SLAs surrounding remediation should 
consider business context, posture of an asset, ease of exploitation of a vulnerability and 
balanced against normal patch and configuration management tasks. This can manifest as 
a flowchart of the different gates which would raise the criticality of a vulnerability to the 
TVM team based on where it is.

SLAs extend beyond remediation and can be more particular such as not allowing any 
exploitable vulnerabilities within a certain environment or business depending on BIA 
scoring by count instead of percentage. Another important SLA to monitor performance of 
which can be considered by environment is coverage of Inspector for on-demand instances 
(versus Spot Fleets). While 100% is an ideal metric to push for, some environments given 
their network topology or infrastructure usage may not benefit as much from burning 
cycles onboarding versus a crown jewel.
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 ◆ Coverage: Consider if one or both of ManagedBySsm and CoveredByInspector are 
reporting False. In cases where CoveredByInspector is False, but ManagedBySsm is True, 
this population of instances will be easier to onboard.

 ◆ Patching: Where FixAvailable is “YES”, however, this does not always denote a patch 
being available. It can be a mitigating factor that can be applied. Exploitable and publicly 
facing vulnerabilities should be prioritized first here.

 ◆ Exploitability: Where IsExploitable is True, this CVE has a publicly available exploit 
available. This should be reconciled against the Status showing “ACTIVE” and if IsPublic 
is True.

 ◆ Server-side Request Forgery (SSRF) Threat: Will require parsing of the Description – or 
additional research – to find keywords that mention SSRF exploitation and compare to 
ImdsV2Enabled reporting as False and if IsPublic is True.

 ◆ Reachability: While out of scope for this eBook, Inspector provides network reachability 
information on ports which can stand-in for parsing Security Group rules. Consider 
using other tools such as NMAP or Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP) against endpoints for attack 
surface data to determine just how “public” an instance truly is.

 ◆ Mean Time to Respond (MTTR) Breached: This should be considered in correlation 
with the importance of an instance and its posture, use active vulnerabilities and the 
FirstObservedAt timestamp for this MTTR SLA if the SLA is taking every other metric 
point into consideration. 

 ◆ Open Vulnerabilities: This metric is a simple unique count of active vulnerabilities 
per host, it should be sliced primarily by Patching, Exploitability, and Reachability and 
secondarily by any breached MTTR SLAs where instances with the highest amounts of 
vulnerabilities in general should be prioritized as these are more likely to be caught in 
multi-variate attack paths where adversaries (and red teams) can “live off of the land” 
and target multiple vulnerabilities.

 ◆ Vulnerability Density: While out of scope for this eBook, SSM Inventory provides 
detailed package information installed on a host. This number can be compared against 
the total amount of vulnerabilities per package to determine how “dense” an instance 
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is with vulnerabilities. This information may not fully inform causality but can be 
compared other heuristics such as the age or base operating system of an Image or the 
age of the Instance (using the LaunchTime value) to understand if end-of-life or older 
generation infrastructure is a contributing factor to vulnerabilities.

There is far more analysis and metric creation that can be undertaken by the TVM team 
as well that expands beyond the scope of this eBook. These can be generated to further 
improve targeting operations and SLA development by the TVM team for realism but 
also can inform future processes such as infrastructure creation, technology choices, and 
product team upskilling to support. An example of some of this analysis and subsequent 
areas to develop metrics in are as follows.

 ◆ Cloud Infrastructure & Entitlement Management (CIEM): CIEM is a capability category 
of tools which analyze cloud identities to identify best practices being breached (e.g., 
overly permissioned resources, unfettered lateral movement, lacking MFA, etc.) as well 
as categorizing the types of permissions a given resource with a given identity has. 
Using the IAM Instance Profile information, a team can use CIEM tools or build their 
own processes to identify workloads with dangerous permissions such as the ability to 
create infrastructure or access confidential datastores. Among other metrics previously 
discussed, these CIEM “risks” should be prioritized especially for public-facing 
infrastructure with publicly exploitable vulnerabilities.

 ◆ Security Group & Firewall Analysis: Security Groups can be parsed to determine 
their rules and understand what traffic is permissible, while attack surface tools take 
an outside-in view to this, parsing the rules to understand the true internal network 
boundaries as an important piece of knowledge to determine lateral mobility especially 
in consideration of network-based vulnerabilities and attack paths. Additionally, 
Security Groups used by other AWS network infrastructure such as VPNs and peering 
connections can even permit cross-environment movement. Additionally, other firewall 
technologies exist in AWS which should be taken into consideration. This detailed 
network topological intelligence can further inform important secondary targets that 
may not be publicly facing but can be easily reached from an ingress point.

 ◆ Data Governance: Depending on your business and regulatory environment you will 
have certain duties to safeguard user data which range from contractual obligations 
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to strict regulatory oversight that can bring criminal and punitive repercussions for 
failure to comply with laws and other binding covenants. With that in mind, Privacy and 
Data Protection teams exist within organizations to provide information governance 
around sensitive and protected data – which can range from electronic Protected 
Health Information (ePHI) to trade secrets such as customer lists or socioeconomic 
data. This type of information should be categorized and have its own SLAs and KPIs 
surrounding it but can be used by TVM teams to infer business criticality if Crown Jewel 
Risk Assessments and BIAs are not conducted.

 ◆ OS Management: Parsing the information about the Amazon Machine Image can be an 
important piece of information in relation to vulnerability density but can also finding 
“Shadow IT” or technology choice governance breaches where a team may be using 
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) or Debian 10 when it is not permissible to do so. 
There is also merit in a per-image vulnerability management program where several 
release versions are preemptively tested by the TVM team to create a list of activities to 
harden or patch a host instead of relying on post-hoc vulnerability management metrics 
to inform remediation activities.

The above list is far from detailed and exhaustive and does not include “all other 
security information” such as using Endpoint Detection & Response (EDR) or Intrusion 
Detection Systems (IDS) and their logging input to also inform emergency remediation 
or other activities. The more security data that can be considered within context of each 
other can help refine other metrics such as True Positive Rates (TPRs), Mean Time to 
Detection (MTTDs), and generic risk treatment exercises where a threat that is frequently 
encountered can be stopped by appropriate preventative measures. This can be as simple 
as improvement of VM rulesets to detect configurations or can be creating a business case 
to eliminate the usage of a particular library or OS “flavor” due to the compound security 
risks it poses.

Security metric creation is not a “leaderboard” activity, where you should endeavor to 
have dozens or hundreds of SLAs, KPIs, KRIs and associated SLIs and SLOs but instead 
should be considered within the confines of your teams’ capabilities, your organizational 
structure, as well as culture. Some cultures are outcome oriented and may quickly burn 
out attempting to hit several, lofty SLA targets while other cultures may take quality 
or continual improvement into consideration and be very supportive of long-running 
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campaigns to improve metric health. While this is also far beyond the scope of this eBook, 
risk quantification can be a long-term capability to strive for which takes the inputs of all 
the metrics and your business’ threat & regulatory environment to quantify in dollars the 
amount of effort an activity will take, or the amount of monetary damage faced if a specific 
threat realizes a risk.

In this section, you learned how to collect Inspector coverage data and combine different 
types of datasets and refine the merging in multiple steps to uphold data quality. You also 
learned about specialized metrics that could be determined from the newly combined data 
sources and learned about external team activities and further analysis which can inform 
more metrics. Finally, you learned about planning metric creation and a bit about how cyber 
risk quantification can be the “final frontier” of your SecDataOps program. In the next 
section, you will learn about streaming data considerations to ensure your TVM program 
can operate with as much agility as possible.
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Real-time Infrastructure Data Processing for 
EC2 and SSM

In this section you will learn about streaming data considerations to ensure your TVM 
program can operate with as much agility as possible. When setting up your AWS 
Organization with EventBridge rules, you laid the groundwork to be able to collect real-
time events streamed to EventBridge – which both EC2 and the Inspector services do. 
While all the code you worked with up until this point dealt with batch data collection, 
this section will focus on streaming data vended by EventBridge. Batch data collection 
helps set your baseline but if you continue to rely on timeboxed batch collection windows, 
you will either have missing data at a certain point or have larger delays built into your data 
collection which further compound with metrics generation or BI visualization creation.

One way to ensure your SecDataOps and TVM teams remain as agile as possible is using 
streaming data, which also requires careful planning of your datastore and may lead to the 
selection of a multitude of datastores for this transient data. While the creation of metrics 
and collation and enrichment of data will inevitably add delays, the baseline collection 
will keep these to an acceptable minimum, which also requires its own SLAs, SLOs, and 
SLIs to be defined. Datastores should be selected which support whatever those metrics 
are, different choices across object storage, RDBMS, NoSQL, or document databases are 
available on AWS but may not all be well optimized.

When building out your SecDataOps practice and striving towards excellence, having 
knowledge of various datastores and their performance capabilities and contraindications 
is very important. For a vulnerability management metrics program that requires batch data 
and streaming data you will experience a variety of pressure for writes and reads from the 
dataset. You should properly stagger different jobs such as batch collection writers as well 
as reading the data from the database as to not having multiple transactions happening at 
once. With streaming data, if you write directly from the EventBridge Rule you may sustain 
bursts or a slow continuous trickle of writes, it is up to your team to perform benchmarking and 
understand the different throttling factors of the datastore.

For instance, if you decided to use Amazon DynamoDB, a wide-column NoSQL database, 
everything is oriented around Write Consumption Units (WCU) and Read Consumption 
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Units (RCU), which are one write per second for an entry up to 1KB in size and two reads per 
second for an entry up to 4KB in size. The RCUs change based on the consistency model 
request of the read, and similar database technologies may have “unit” definitions and 
different consistency models. You will need to factor in how much of a WCU or RCU writing 
or reading different data to DynamoDB will consume – this will also change if you decided 
to write in batches or one item per call. DynamoDB and different databases also have access 
patterns and anti-patterns when it comes to schema, setting primary keys, and more that 
all needs to be accounted for.

When it comes to DynamoDB in particular, there is also the mutability of data to consider which 
is directly correlated to the primary key structure that you create for your table. DynamoDB has 
two types of primary keys, a Partition key also known as a Hash key, and a Sort key also known 
as a Range key. You must always have a Partition key but if you use a Sort key your primary key 
is known as a composite primary key. The Partition key is used as an input to a one-way hashing 
function which determines the physical block storage space of DynamoDB that your item will 
be placed into, and the Sort key is used to place the keys in order.

When using a Partition key on its own it must be unique, if you use a composite primary 
key the Partition key values can be similar but must have a unique Sort key or it will be 
overwritten. This behavior can be used to enforce uniqueness in your data set as well as 
unlock specific access patterns. For instance, you may set the Instance identifier or the 
ARN identifier as your Partition key and use the AWS Account ID as the Sort key. This 
enforces the uniqueness of the individual EC2 instances but also allows you to query by a 
specific Account for other data access use cases. When choosing primary keys, you should 
always use high-cardinality values such as unique identifiers, ARNs, full usernames, email 
addresses, or other unique IDs. Widening the partition space of items written will lower 
consumption units and increase performance. For more information on primary key 
considerations for DynamoDB refer to this Knowledge Center article or this AWS Database 
Blog post.

Finally, for DynamoDB and other datastores, consider their native data types and how they 
translate to data types in your preferred language. For instance, DynamoDB closely follows 
datatypes seen in Java and JSON and cover Scalar types such as string, binary, Boolean and 
null as well as Document types such as list and map and Set types such as a set of strings, 
numbers, or binary values. When working with DynamoDB in Python strings are treated 
the same, any type of integer or float is a Number, None-types are nulls and everything else 

https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/primary-key-dynamodb-table/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/database/choosing-the-right-dynamodb-partition-key/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/database/choosing-the-right-dynamodb-partition-key/
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typically has a one-for-one translation. Issues are encountered when dealing with floats 
as they must be translated to Decimals and Python Datetime needs to be converted to a 
String or Number. More information can be found in the Source code for Boto3 DynamoDB 
Types, the Supported data types and naming rules in Amazon DynamoDB section of the 
DynamoDB Developer Guide and the data types Quotas documentation page.

 The above is hardly an exhaustive list and only looks at it from the lens of a single database 
technology and a single tuning factor for the technology (primary key access patterns). Every 
single database and other storage technologies have their pros and cons as well as individual 
design (anti)patterns to account for. This harkens back to the need for the modern security 
team, whether it is a SecDataOps practice or more “data-aware” practitioners, to also be 
masters of various data platforms and technologies. This knowledge gap is exacerbated as 
specialized big data frameworks and machine learning platforms are adopted by security 
teams which are incredibly complex subjects. The SecDataOps team should be hiring big data 
consultants, machine learning engineers, data scientists, data engineers, DB architects, and 
other non-traditional security roles to close this gap.

Concerns aside, for this section you will learn how to leverage AWS Lambda functions to 
write streaming data for EC2 and Inspector into DynamoDB. Previously created scripts 
needed to be adapted to outputting to DynamoDB instead of saving the JSON files locally, 
this also requires enrichment and collation workloads to orient against DynamoDB for 
preparing the final TVM datasets for EC2. These adaptations are out of scope for this eBook 
and should be considered by individual teams. This restresses the point of a SecDataOps 
team that has high proficiency in strategically planning the disparate data technologies 
and able to engineer against them to fulfill data needs.

When planning to use EventBridge for an AWS Organization, especially one active 
across multiple Regions, the initial setup is essential. In the first section of setup, you 
added an Event Bus Policy which trusts any principal within your AWS Organization to 
send events to your default event bus. You may choose to forego that if your regulatory 
environment or internal business and/or security policies dictate that processing of data 
must take place within the smallest zone of trust, such as a specific Region in a specific 
Account. With that in mind, there are three models in which you can deploy your workloads 
to support streaming data with EventBridge.

https://boto3.amazonaws.com/v1/documentation/api/latest/_modules/boto3/dynamodb/types.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/HowItWorks.NamingRulesDataTypes.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/ServiceQuotas.html#limits-data-types
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 ◆ Single-Account, Single-Region: Creating a Lambda function (or another form of 
compute) per EventBridge Rule per Account per Region and accounting for any cross-
account permissions needed to place data into another datastore such as DynamoDB. 
This requires your central SecDataOps Account(s) to trust your entire Organization for 
ease of access & deployment.

 ◆ Multi-Account, Single-Region: Creating EventBridge rules per Account per Region in 
your Organization to forward events to the SecDataOps Account Event Bus per Region. 
This lowers the amount of computing resources that need to be created and lessens 
the number of Accounts your SecDataOps Account will trust. This still relies on cross-
Account Roles to be assumed for collection & enrichment requirements not met by 
streaming data such as retrieving SSM data.

 ◆ Multi-Account, Multi-Region: Creating EventBridge rules per Account per Region in 
your Organization but forwarding to a specific Region’s Event Bus in the SecDataOps 
Account. This drastically lowers computing resources needed at the tradeoff of potential 
throttling and data loss if the volume of data is too high. This lessens the number of 
Accounts your SecDataOps Account will trust. This still relies on cross-Account Roles to 
be assumed for collection & enrichment requirements not met by streaming data such 
as retrieving  SSM data.

Ultimately, these deployment models do not account for other edge cases such as cross-
Partition data mobility from GovCloud, China, Secret or Top-Secret partitions nor does 
it account for data volume calculations, dealing with race conditions from infrastructure 
build out, and throttling limitations around Cloud APIs and specific datastore selections. For 
the remainder of this section the examples provided will be for a globalized multi-Account 
streaming data setup and you will be responsible for the deployment of the infrastructure. 
To start, we will focus on streaming EC2 data with real-time enrichment of SSM data. The 
overall architecture will follow the below pattern of events being pushed to the central 
SecDataOps account and cross-Account Role assumption being executed to retrieve extra 
data as required.
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The first task is to feed the enriched EC2 and SSM data into DynamoDB as this is the 
datastore that the Lambda function needs to work off. Instead of modifying that collection 
script, create a new script that will read out the JSON file created by it during the batch 
collection phase and write it into a DynamoDB table. For maximum uniqueness we will 
use a composite primary key consisting of the InstanceId for the Partition key and the 
AccountId for the Sort key.

Use the following AWS CLI snippet to create a DynamoDB Table with encryption and then 
add Time-to-Live (TTL) options with a separate command. The TTL attribute expects 
a Number data type of Unix Time (Epoch Seconds) where the item will be automatically 
deleted. Using TTL with data that is written by both batch and streaming workloads is 
important to maintaining accurate data in case a deletion event is missed by the streaming 
data pipeline working off Amazon EventBridge.

The table is also created with capacity autoscaling which will automatically resize the capacity 
in demand. This is a safe option when there is not any consistency or seasonality to WCU and 
RCU usage within a table or when operational monitoring processes are not mature.

aws dynamodb create-table \ 
 --table-name Ec2SsmRawData \ 
 --attribute-definitions AttributeName=InstanceId,AttributeType=S 
AttributeName=AccountId,AttributeType=S \ 
 --key-schema AttributeName=InstanceId,KeyType=HASH 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/TTL.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/switching.capacitymode.html
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Next, create another Python script named BatchEc2ToDdb.py that will read the EC2, and 
SSM raw data JSON file created in the batch collection section and write it to DynamoDB. 
Ensure that your current Instance Profile or AWS credentials have dynamodb:PutItem 
permissions for the table you created and that you export the name of it as an 
environment variable with the following command: export EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_
NAME='Ec2SsmRawData'. The snippet for this Python script is as follows.

import os  
import boto3  
import json  
from time import time 

EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME = os.environ['EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME']  
# export EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME='Ec2SsmRawData'  
# One week in Epoch Seconds, used for setting a TTL  
EPOCH_WEEK = 604800 

# Create DynamoDB Resource in global space with table to speed up table  
operations  
dynamodb = boto3.resource('dynamodb')  
table = dynamodb.Table(EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME) 

def read_batch_ec2_ssm_data():  
    '''  
    Reads out data from the "ec2_ssm_data.json" file  
    '''  
    with open('./ec2_ssm_data.json', 'r') as jsonfile:  
         payload = json.load(jsonfile) 

    write_item_to_dynamodb(payload) 

def write_item_to_dynamodb(payload):  
    '''  
    Receives parsed JSON payload from bulk EC2/SSM data and writes as DynamoDB  
items  
    '''  
    for data in payload:  
        # Create TTL timestamp and add it into the payload  
        currentTime = time()  

AttributeName=AccountId,KeyType=RANGE --billing-mode PAY_PER_REQUEST \ 
--sse-specification Enabled=true,SSEType=KMS,KMSMasterKeyId=alias/aws/dynamodb 
sleep 10 
aws dynamodb update-time-to-live \ 
--table-name Ec2SsmRawData \ 
--time-to-live-specification "Enabled=true, AttributeName=Ttl"
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        ttl = currentTime + EPOCH_WEEK  
        data['Ttl'] = int(ttl)  
        try: 
            r = table.put_item(  
                Item=data 
            )  
            print(r)  
        except Exception as e:  
            print(e)  
            continue 

read_batch_ec2_ssm_data()

This script uses a Boto3 Resource instead of a Boto3 Client which allows low-level API 
operations, often greatly simplified, against a specific resource such as a specified 
DynamoDB table in this case rather than calling an API and having to specify all the details. 
The table Resource will handle some light data translation and formatting of writing 
DynamoDB items versus using the Client. In this case, the PutItem API call just requires 
a Python dictionary to be provided. If the data types do not conflict with DynamoDB data 
types, it will write the item without needing to declare them individually as you would in the 
Client version of the PutItem API call.

Next, create a Lambda function named lambda_function.py which servers as the source 
code for you AWS Lambda function. As you learned in an earlier section, Lambda is a 
serverless event-driven execution environment in where you trigger your code off a set 
AWS or SaaS event to achieve a desired outcome. In your case, Lambda will be triggered off 
the EventBridge Rule that keeps track of EC2 instance state changes and the business logic 
in the code mirrors the enrichment and collation steps taken from the batch EC2 and SSM 
collection script. Being serverless, there is not any backend infrastructure to manage or 
provision outside of some simplistic settings per Function.

For instance, you can set a timeout up to 15 minutes, allocate virtual memory resources up 
to 10240 MB which scales vCPU linearly up to 6 vCPU’s for additional performance, and you 
can also modify the temporary storage accessible to a function as well as swap between 
AMD64 and ARM64 architectures which may lower cost and improve performance. There 
are additional options to consider if you will be connecting with queues, setting up failure 
and redrive architectures, or working with native services – these are all out of scope and up 
to the individual SecDataOps teams to weigh in relation to the rest of their architectures.

https://boto3.amazonaws.com/v1/documentation/api/latest/guide/resources.html
https://boto3.amazonaws.com/v1/documentation/api/latest/reference/services/dynamodb.html#table
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/APIReference/API_PutItem.html
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When writing well-optimized Lambda code, there are multiple considerations that a 
SecDataOps team should consider. Despite the serverless moniker, there are servers that 
AWS runs Lambda runtimes on, these use a custom Linux-based operating system known 
as Bottlerocket which is written by AWS and well-optimized to use their custom Gravitron 
processors which offer up to 40% performance improvements over x86_64 processors. 
When Lambda receives an API request to start your function it will first download your 
code, create a new execution environment on Bottlerocket, execute any “global space” 
initialization code, and then execute any code under the “handler” code.

The process of downloading the code and creating the execution environment is known 
as a “cold start” duration which can last if one second, and the subsequent execution is 
the invocation duration which runs if the code takes until it completes, fails, or runs out of 
time. Cold starts happen the first time the Lambda code is run, when parallelizing function 
executions received at the exact same time, and when the execution environment “dies” 
which can take up to 15 minutes. Avoiding cold starts is the first design tenet to abide by 
with Lambdas as big data streaming workflows can become bogged down if a high SLA for 
real-time data is required.

To better understand initialization and handler code, paste the following snippet into your 
function code file.

import os  
from botocore.config import Config  
import boto3  
import sys  
from time import sleep, time  
import botocore.exceptions 

# Core AWS env vars  
ORGS_ROLE_ARN = os.environ['ORGS_ROLE_ARN']  
ENVIRONMENT_NAME = os.environ['ENVIRONMENT_NAME']  
MEMBER_ACCOUNT_ROLE_NAME = f'{ENVIRONMENT_NAME}OrchestratorRole'  
EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME = os.environ['EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME']  
# One week in Epoch Seconds, used for setting a TTL  
EPOCH_WEEK = 604800  
# Boto3 Client Configuration for retries. AWS Defaults to 4 Max Attempts in  
"Normal Mode"  
# Adaptive is a beta feature that will attempt exponential backoffs and different  
headers  
# to avoid being throttled  
config = Config(  
   retries = {  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjIvIWA1dH7AhUkEFkFHcV4AiYQFnoECB8QAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Faws.amazon.com%2Fbottlerocket%2F&usg=AOvVaw2ABeRteD5P-Jhp70bJTx14
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/graviton/
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      'max_attempts': 10,  
      'mode': 'adaptive'  
   }  
) 
 # STS client for Assume Role  
sts = boto3.client('sts') 
# Create DynamoDB Resource in global space with table to speed up table  
operations  
dynamodb = boto3.resource('dynamodb')  
table = dynamodb.Table(EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME)

def lambda_handler(event, context):  
    analyze_eb_event(event)

Within a Python function all the code that is in the “global space” outside of the handler is 
considered the initialization code and is reused across the execution environment. While 
there is a time penalty to executing the initialization code – if there are variables and 
constants that are constantly used consider placing them there insvtead of within the 
business logic of the code. Within Python, the default handler code is executed underneath 
def lambda_handler(event, context) where event is the raw data received from 
whatever invokes the Lambda and the context contains properties about the invocation, 
function and execution environment such as the allocated memory, mobile identity, 
function ARN and more.

Regarding the event, this is an example of output for EC2 state changes from EventBridge, 
it is easy to parse as the details are provided as a dictionary, but some events can provide 
much more information and nested lists as well.

{  
    "version":"0",  
    "id":"2d237cf4-0648-8887-4567-3d29cb4bc2a0",  
    "detail-type":"EC2 Instance State-change Notification",  
    "source":"aws.ec2",  
    "account":"123456789012",  
    "time":"2022-11-28T15:05:53Z",  
    "region":"us-east-2",  
    "resources":[  
        "arn:aws:ec2:us-east-2:123456789012:instance/i-0406507va23f471b0"  
    ], 
    "detail":{  
        "instance-id":"i-0406507va23f471b0",  
        "state":"pending"  
    }  
}

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/python-context.html
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To quickly execute the handler code, it is a best practice to separate your business logic 
into other discrete Python functions which are called from the handler function itself. If 
there is any parsing that takes place, keep it to an absolute minimum oriented on the event 
object which can vary in its schema from event to event. Additionally, consider creating 
multiple Lambdas and using queue and messaging broker services such as AmazonMQ, 
Amazon SNS, and/or Amazon SQS to further divide business logic if there are not other time 
freshness SLAs you have to meet.

For your purposes, the logic is separated across different functions which only remove the 
required elements from the inbound event and uses it to decide whether to delete an entry 
from DynamoDB or to add a new item into the table and perform enrichment and collation 
of the data. The role assumption and enrichment steps are further separated into their own 
functions. The Boto3 Session objects can be passed to other functions and used as normal 
due to Python object serialization, this technique allows you to assume a Role once and 
reuse the credentials multiple times.

Adding the following snippet to the Lambda function code to complete the function. 
Outside of separation of some logic, there are not any novel concepts explored in the code. 
For further information on tuning Lambda functions refer to Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 of the 
Operating Lambda: Performance optimization entry in the AWS Compute Blog.

def analyze_eb_event(event):  
    '''  
    Parses the EventBridge Event and calls other functions depending on if the  
instance is new or terminated  
    '''  
    eventAcctId = event['account']  
    eventRegion = event['region']  
    instanceId = event['detail']['instance-id']  
    instanceState = event['detail']['state'] 

    # Determine state operation to call Delete / Create workflows  
    if instanceState == 'terminated':  
       delete_dynamodb_item(instanceId, eventAcctId)  
    elif instanceState == 'pending':  
         create_dynamodb_item(instanceId, eventAcctId, eventRegion)  
    else:  
        print('Non-supported EC2 State encountered. Exiting!')  
        sys.exit(0) 

def delete_dynamodb_item(instance_id, account_id):  
    '''  
    Removes an Instance ID + AWS Account pair from DynamoDB  

https://aws.amazon.com/amazon-mq/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/operating-lambda-performance-optimization-part-1/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/operating-lambda-performance-optimization-part-2/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/operating-lambda-performance-optimization-part-3/
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    '''  
    try: 
       r = table.delete_item( 
           Key={  
               'InstanceId': instance_id,  
               'AccountId': account_id  
           }  
      )  
      print(r)  
    except Exception as e:  
        raise e 

def create_dynamodb_item(instance_id, account_id, aws_region):  
    ''' 
    Creates an enriched DynamoDB item for EC2 & SSM Data.  
    ''' 
    # Assume the Roles 

    invRoleArn = f'arn:aws:iam::{account_id}:role/{MEMBER_ACCOUNT_ROLE_NAME}'  
    # We will pass in the Temporary Keys and the Region to a Boto3 Session which  
will create an Authentication Object  
    # In the specific Account and Region so you can create additional Clients  
which are thread/process safe  
    try:  
       memberAcct = sts.assume_role(  
          RoleArn=invRoleArn,  
          RoleSessionName=f'{ENVIRONMENT_NAME}TVMStreaming'  
       )  
       # retrieve creds from member account  
       xAcctAccessKey = memberAcct['Credentials']['AccessKeyId']  
       xAcctSecretKey = memberAcct['Credentials']['SecretAccessKey']  
       xAcctSeshToken = memberAcct['Credentials']['SessionToken']  
       # Parse through each region to create a region-aware Boto3 session  
       # we can pass this Session (with the STS Credentials) to create  
       # temporary Region-bound keys to interact with AWS APIs  
       session = boto3.Session(  
            region_name=aws_region,  
            aws_access_key_id=xAcctAccessKey,  
            aws_secret_access_key=xAcctSecretKey,  
            aws_session_token=xAcctSeshToken  
      ) 
      # Create a Client from the Session, passing the Config item to apply  
retry policies  
        ssm = session.client(  
            'ssm',  
            config=config  
        )  
        ec2 = session.client( 
           'ec2',  
            config=config  
        )  
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    except botocore.exceptions.ClientError as error:  
    # If we get an Assume Role Error either the role doesn't exist or  
something is wrong  
        # print to stdout so we can record it and move on  
        if error.response['Error']['Code'] == 'AccessDenied':  
            print(f'Cannot assume the role for Account {account_id}')  
            raise  
        else:  
            print(f'We found another error! {error}')  
            raise error  
    # Determine if the EC2 Instance is Running and then sleep for a bit  
    waiter = ec2.get_waiter('instance_running')  
    waiter.wait(  
        InstanceIds=[instance_id],  
        DryRun=False,  
        WaiterConfig={  
             'Delay': 15,  
             'MaxAttempts': 40  
        }  
    ) 
    print(f'{instance_id} is Running. Sleeping for another 10 seconds for SSM  
data.')  
    sleep(10.0)  
    # Retrieve a payload by passing the Instance ID and Boto3 Sessions for SSM &  
EC2 to another function  
    payload = retrieve_ec2_ssm_data(instance_id, ssm, ec2, account_id,  
aws_region)  
    # Create TTL timestamp and add it into the payload  
    currentTime = time()  
    ttl = currentTime + EPOCH_WEEK  
    payload['Ttl'] = int(ttl)  
    # Write the Payload to DynamoDB  
    try:  
        r = table.put_item(  
            Item=payload  
        ) 
        print(r)  
    except Exception as e:  
        raise e 

def retrieve_ec2_ssm_data(instance_id, ssm, ec2, account_id, aws_region):  
    '''  
    Creates a Boto3 Session for EC2 and SSM using Account & Region data from  
EventBridge Event. Gather, collate & return data back  
    to the `create_dynamodb_item(...)` function  
    '''  
    try:  
        # Gather EC2 data for the instance  
        getinstance = ec2.describe_instances(  
           Filters=[  
              { 
                   'Name': 'instance-id',  
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                   'Values': [instance_id]  
              }  
           ] 
        )['Reservations']  
        for entry in getinstance:  
            for i in entry['Instances']: 
                # First, determine if the Instance belongs to a Spot Fleet,  
                # if it does we do not want/need to collect it due to coverage  
discrepancies  
                try:  
                   iLifecycle = i['SpotInstanceRequestId']  
                except KeyError:  
                    iLifecycle = 'NotSpot'  
                if iLifecycle != 'NotSpot':  
                   continue  
                else:  
                    # We have to first get SSM Information  
                    dii = ssm.describe_instance_information(  
                        Filters=[  
                           { 
                                'Key': 'InstanceIds',  
                                'Values': [instance_id]  
                           }  
                        ]  
                    )  
                    # If an Instance is not managed by SSM it will return an  
empty dict. Use a list comprehension if/else logic  
                    # to set a flag and harvest info  
                    if not dii['InstanceInformationList']:  
                       mngBySsm = False  
                       # *FAKE* SSM Info  
                       pingStatus = None  
                       agentVersion = None  
                       platformType = None  
                       latestAgent = None  
                       computerName = None  
                       assocStatus = None  
                   else:  
                       mngBySsm = True  
                       # Parse the response, position 0 since we just need our  
part of the list  
                       info = dii['InstanceInformationList'][0]  
                       # SSM Info may still not be included and exceptions must  
be handled  
                       try: 
                           pingStatus = info['PingStatus']  
                       except KeyError:  
                           pingStatus = None 

                       try:  
                           agentVersion = info['AgentVersion']  
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                       except KeyError:  
                           agentVersion = None 

                       try:  
                           platformType = info['PlatformType']  
                           if platformType == 'Linux':  
                               latestAgent = info['IsLatestVersion']  
                           else:  
                            latestAgent = 'ValueSupportedForLinuxOnly'  
                       except KeyError:  
                           platformType = None  
                           latestAgent = None  
                       try:  
                           computerName = info['ComputerName']  
                       except KeyError:  
                           computerName = None  
                       try:  
                           assocStatus = info['AssociationStatus']  
                       except KeyError:  
                           assocStatus = None  
                  # Now we pull out the information we want from EC2 - some of 
it we can write to the dict  
                  # directly and others we will need to ensure they're there  
                  try:  
                     subnetId = str(i['SubnetId'])  
                  except KeyError:  
                     subnetId = None  
                  try:  
                     privateIp = str(i['PrivateIpAddress'])  
                  except KeyError:  
                      privateIp = None  
                  try:  
                      pubIp = str(i['PublicIpAddress'])  
                  except KeyError:  
                      pubIp = None  
                  try:  
                      pubDns = str(i['PublicDnsName'])  
                      # Public DNS is cheeky and will return an empty string  
instead of None >:(  
                      if pubDns == '':  
                          pubDns = None  
                  else:  
                          pubDns = pubDns  
                 except KeyError:  
                     pubDns = None  
                  # Create our own Bool for Public-facing EC2 instances  
                  if pubIp != None or pubDns != None:  
                      isPublic = True  
                  else:  
                      isPublic = False  
                  # Not all machines have an IAM Role...  
                  try:  
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                     instanceProfileArn = str(i['IamInstanceProfile']['Arn'])  
                  except KeyError:  
                      instanceProfileArn = None  
                  # Setup an IMDSv2 Mode ID  
                  imdsToken = str(i['MetadataOptions']['HttpTokens'])  
                  if imdsToken == 'required':  
                      imdsv2Status = True  
                  else:  
                      imdsv2Status = False  
                  # Attempt to get LaunchTime from EBS...  
                  try:  
                      launchTime =  
i['BlockDeviceMappings'][0]['Ebs']['AttachTime']  
                  except KeyError:  
                      launchTime = i['LaunchTime']  
                  except IndexError:  
                      launchTime = None  
                  # Assembled & write dict to List  
                  try:  
                     ec2DataDict = {  
                          'InstanceId': instance_id,  
                          'AccountId': str(account_id),  
                          'AwsRegion': aws_region,  
                          # SSM Info  
                          'ManagedBySsm': mngBySsm,  
                          'PingStatus': pingStatus,  
                          'SsmAgentVersion': agentVersion,  
                          'PlatformType': platformType,  
                          'IsLatestLinuxAgent': latestAgent,  
                          'SsmComputerName': computerName,  
                          'SsmAssociationStatus': assocStatus,  
                          # EC2 Info  
                          'ImageId': str(i['ImageId']),  
                          'InstanceType': str(i['InstanceType']),  
                          # 'LaunchTime' is essentially a Created At data  
retrieved from EBS info  
                          'LaunchTime': str(launchTime),  
                          'PrivateDnsName': str(i['PrivateDnsName']),  
                          'PrivateIpAddress': privateIp,  
                          'PublicIpAddress': pubIp,  
                          'PublicDnsName': pubDns,  
                          'IsPublic': isPublic,  
                          'State': str(i['State']['Name']),  
                          'SubnetId': subnetId,  
                          'VpcId': str(i['VpcId']),  
                          'Architecture': str(i['Architecture']),  
                          'IamInstanceProfileArn': instanceProfileArn,  
                          'NetworkInterfaceId':  
str(i['NetworkInterfaces'][0]['NetworkInterfaceId']),  
                          'SecurityGroupId':  
str(i['SecurityGroups'][0]['GroupId']),  
                          'SecurityGroupName':  
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str(i['SecurityGroups'][0]['GroupName']),  
                          'ImdsV2Enabled': imdsv2Status,  
                          'MetadataOptionsHttpTokens': imdsToken,  
                          'MetadataOptionsHttpPutResponseHopLimit':  
str(i['MetadataOptions']['HttpPutResponseHopLimit']),  
                          'MetadataOptionsHttpEndpoint':  
str(i['MetadataOptions']['HttpEndpoint']),  
                          'MetadataOptionsInstanceMetadataTags':  
str(i['MetadataOptions']['InstanceMetadataTags']),  
                          'EnclaveOptions': str(i['EnclaveOptions']['Enabled'])  
                        }  
                        return ec2DataDict  
                     except KeyError as ke:  
                        raise ke 
   except botocore.exceptions.ClientError as error:  
       raise error

Now that the Lambda function is complete, you must build a few more resources before 
deploying the function and setting up your EventBridge Rule to invoke it. Firstly, create 
a new IAM Policy that contains the minimum necessary permissions for this Lambda 
function. Using the following snippet, replace the values for the AWS Region and AWS 
Account identifier for your DynamoDB table and save the file as mypolicy.json.

{  
      "Version": "2012-10-17",  
      "Statement": [  
          {  
              "Sid": "VisualEditor0", 
              "Effect": "Allow",  
              "Action": [  
                  "dynamodb:PutItem",  
                  "dynamodb:DeleteItem"  
              ], 
              "Resource":  
"arn:aws:dynamodb:<aws_region>:<aws_account>:table/Ec2SsmRawData"  
        },  
        {  
              "Sid": "VisualEditor1",  
              "Effect": "Allow",  
              "Action": "sts:AssumeRole",  
              "Resource": "*"  
         }  
      ]  
}
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Use the following AWS CLI commands to create a new IAM Policy from the above 
permissions, create a new IAM Role for Lambda, and attach the created Policy to it. It may 
take a few seconds for the Policy attachment to propagate, ensure you check the Role using 
the Console or CLI to be sure.

MY_POLICY_ARN=$(aws iam create-policy --policy-name Ec2SsmStreamingLambdaPolicy - 
-policy-document file://mypolicy.json | jq '.Policy.Arn' -r)  
aws iam create-role --role-name Ec2SsmStreamingLambdaRole --assume-role-policy- 
document '{"Version": "2012-10-17","Statement": [{ "Effect": "Allow",  
"Principal": {"Service": "lambda.amazonaws.com"}, "Action": "sts:AssumeRole"}]}'  
aws iam attach-role-policy --role-name Ec2SsmStreamingLambdaRole --policy-arn  
$MY_POLICY_ARN

Next, setup environment variables corresponding to the DynamoDB table name, the 
environment name you set for your cross-account IAM Roles in the earlier section of this 
eBook, and the IAM Role ARN that provides access to the AWS Organizations API in your 
Organizational Root account. Ensure you replace the values below as these are just filler values.

export EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME='Ec2SsmRawData'  
export ENVIRONMENT_NAME='myenvironment’  
export ORGS_ROLE_ARN='arn:aws:iam::12345:role/MyRoleName'

Next, use the following code to ZIP your Lambda function Python code and create a new 
function with several settings such as environment variables, memory size, timeout, and 
other required options specified.

zip lambda_function.zip lambda_function.py  
aws lambda create-function \  
    --function-name Ec2SsmStreamingFunction \  
    --timeout 121 \  
    --architectures arm64 \  
    --description 'Receives EC2 State change information from EventBridge and  
writes or deletes instances to/from DynamoDB' \  
    --runtime python3.9 \  
    --memory-size 512 \  
    --environment  
'Variables={EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME='$EC2_SSM_DYNAMODB_TABLE_NAME',ENVIRONMENT_
NAME='$ENVIRONMENT_NAME',ORGS_ROLE_ARN='$ORGS_ROLE_ARN'}' \  
    --zip-file fileb://lambda_function.zip \  
    --handler lambda_function.lambda_handler \  
    --role $MY_ROLE_ARN
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Now that your Lambda function has been created, you must attach the EventBridge Rule 
to it, if you did not create any in the “Preparing your AWS Organization” chapter feel free 
to ignore this section and create it manually using the Console. If you do not have cross-
account Event Bus target Rules setup in your AWS Organization, then you will not receive 
any events for your AWS Organization. First, create a new file named targets.json and add 
the following snippet, ensure you replace the “Arn” value with your Lambda function’s ARN.

[  
  {  
     "Id":"1",  
     "Arn": "arn:aws:lambda:aws-region- 
here:12314:function:Ec2SsmStreamingFunction"  
  } 
]

Next, using the following commands to set environment variables for your EventBridge 
Rule’s ARN and Name, add permissions to Lambda to be invoked by EventBridge, and 
specify the Lambda target using the targets.json file you created. Lambda invocations 
work off either event source mappings or a resource-based Policy to allow the service 
principal of certain services to invoke Lambda. It is important to remember which services 
use which invocation model as it will greatly change any CLI or Infrastructure-as-Code 
commands and syntax when building these systems using code. For EventBridge, it requires 
using the invocation policy and the EventBridge service principal will handle asynchronous 
invocations of Lambda functions using the API underneath the covers.

export EC2_EVENT_RULE_ARN='arn:aws:events:aws-region-here:12345:rule/myrules'  
export EC2_EVENT_RULE_NAME='myrules'  
aws lambda add-permission \  
    --function-name Ec2SsmStreamingFunction \  
    --statement-id Ec2StateChangeInvoke \  
    --action 'lambda:InvokeFunction' \  
    --principal events.amazonaws.com \  
    --source-arn $EC2_EVENT_RULE_ARN  
aws events put-targets --rule $EC2_EVENT_RULE_NAME --targets file://targets.json

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/invocation-eventsourcemapping.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/access-control-resource-based.html
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While this section focused solely on replicating the EC2 and SSM enrichment steps as a near 
real-time streaming process, this can be extended to other workloads within the Threat & 
Vulnerability Management automation for this eBook as well as other SecDataOps topics. 
EventBridge and Lambda allow your teams to add streaming workloads to nearly any native 
AWS services and respond to them accordingly. You can use this event-driven pattern to add 
tags to resources, automatically add IAM Instance Profiles to instances that lack them, modify 
Instance Metadata Service V2 (IMDSv2) settings, and many other security automation tasks 
outside of data collection.

The next logical streaming workload to create is one that will automatically parse, enrich, and 
record individual vulnerabilities as they are reported by Amazon Inspector as the scans are 
complete. This will require refactoring of all code as using multiple file formats and datastores 
is an anti-pattern that can be difficult to keep track of and adds unnecessary complexity to 
your data collection processes. This harkens back to the importance of setting realistic SLAs 
and KPIs as well as making informed technology choices that support your operational metrics, 
processes, data stakeholders, and stays within a certain cost target.

While DynamoDB is an excellent datastore for collecting high-cardinality data of varied 
transactions per second due to the auto-scaling and high consumption unit quotas, 
reading from the table is a bit more complicated. You should put thought towards your 
access pattern and overall schema and data that you will store per item. The main ways 
to read out data from DynamoDB are using the GetItem, Scan, and/or Query APIs which 
all offer different ways and pagination support for retrieving items. You may get to the 
maturity to use specific composite primary key access patterns, or Global Secondary 
Indices and Local Secondary Indices along with expression operators to only retrieve 
subsets of data or you may simply use a batch job to retrieve all items.

Another consideration to keep top of mind is to not get away from also using a batch job as 
a “fallback” mechanism to fill in data to your DynamoDB table. If you let the above Lambda 
function code sample run, you may find that you are missing SSM data or missing an entire 
instance due to the current way the error handling operates. If a KeyError is encountered 
while writing the collated dictionary of EC2 and SSM data, the function will raise an 
exception and you will miss an entire entry. Again, ensure your SLAs and KPIs can support 
loss of inaccuracy of data or opt for editing the code to add necessary delays and more 
error catching within Lambda. There is always a tradeoff as well as performance penalties 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/APIReference/API_GetItem.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/APIReference/API_Scan.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/APIReference/API_Query.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/GSI.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/GSI.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/LSI.html
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no matter which direction you choose, however, using both batch and streaming can help 
cover the other job to ensure you do not miss data. You may find that you are okay with 
a 95% data integrity metric for streaming knowing that a nightly batch job will fill in the 
blanks. It depends on the rigor of reporting and how often the final intelligence products 
are created with the data.

In this section you learned considerations around converting a batch job to a streaming 
job using event-driven architectures on AWS with EventBridge and Lambda functions. You 
learned how to write and tune Python Lambda functions to ensure high performance and 
understand how the basic invocation and deployment of serverless functions works on 
AWS. Additionally, you learned how to use the CLI and Bash commands to create functions 
and invocation permissions to automate infrastructure creation. Lastly, you were given 
additional considerations around the operationalization of streaming jobs to support 
your operational metric goals and use batch jobs to “backup” your steaming jobs. In the 
final section you will recap on all subject matters you learn and be given final thoughts for 
building your SecDataOps program for TVM and other security initiatives.
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Closing Thoughts and Next Steps

In this eBook you learned much about creating a SecDataOps function and scaling your 
Threat & Vulnerability Management organization to the level of rigor needed to reliably 
use data and manage data at scale to improve risk treatment outcomes. You learned 
about several vulnerability management related concepts, about data engineering quality 
metrics, considerations of a SecDataOps team or task force, as well as several AWS services. 
Additionally, you learned how to use Python in both a streaming and batch setting to 
retrieve, manipulate, collate, combine, and enrich various AWS and external data points. 
Lastly, you learned about creating advanced metrics to contextualize TVM data in relation 
to asset data within your environment and were given follow-on considerations to 
continue to expand and enrich your data.

Whether you only ever use data collection processes provided within this eBook or commit 
to a wider SecDataOps function, the proper harnessing of data is a long-term process that 
necessitates cultural and organizational changes over the usage of different processes and 
technologies. In this eBook the desired outcome, or Concept of Operations (CONOPS), was 
that you come away with an understanding of the rigor of committing to a data-driven 
security program. From understanding the engineering, financial, and architectural context 
of induvial services, to building rapport with stakeholders, setting up operational metrics, 
and keeping track of different data sources – SecDataOps requires commitment to long-
term excellence.

While it is often tempting for a burgeoning data team within a Chief Information Security 
Officer’s reporting structure to accelerate towards advanced use cases such as building 
property graph databases or machine learning algorithms, the importance of a baseline 
knowledge base and metrics to work off cannot be overstated. If you are serious about 
SecDataOps the first thing you should do is take a notional tour of what your security 
program already provides and its maturity around structure and individual skills. Some 
of these questions can include the following, though this is not exhaustive.

 ◆ What tools are you using and what are their outputs? 

 ◆ Do you create your own reports or use a vendor? 

 ◆ What is the mix of first-party and third-party produced artifacts (internal reports,   
  penetration tests, SOC2 Type II Reports, etc.)? 
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 ◆ Do you own the tool(s)? 

 ◆ Do you own the data?

 ◆ What is your teams current skill and comfort level working with cloud services?

 ◆ What is your teams current skill and comfort level working with big data frameworks  
  and file formats?

 ◆ What major capabilities does your security program already provide?

 ◆ Do you have individual contributors capable of learning?

 ◆ Does your management structure help or hinder adoption of new data processes?

 ◆ Do you have stakeholder support?

 ◆ Do you already collect intelligence or data to support your capabilities?

The outcome you are trying to achieve in this initial step is to understand what your team 
already does, why it does it, and how. Only by starting there will a SecDataOps initiative 
be successful, without considering current initiatives and maturity you will fail before you 
get started. It is much more important to start small, ensure your team and organizational 
structure support this data-driven culture, and that you upskill your current team before 
bringing on outsiders.

Once this is setup you can pick your first project, approach it as you did here. Pick a 
capability set, identify the data owners, reach consensus on the data products, technology, 
and identify an outcome success criteria and reporting metrics. Threat & Vulnerability 
Management is a worthwhile task as you have already learned that there is not much data 
you need to build high-impact metrics and contextualize vulnerabilities to your business. 
Proving value is how you achieve commitment for hiring and other financial resources to 
continue to expand the SecDataOps program over a long period of time. At that point, you 
can start to setup a roadmap to build towards advanced topics whether you choose to bring 
up Data Scientists and Engineers to build a Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline to 
add sentiment data around vulnerabilities or build a Wasserstein Generative Adversarial 
Network (WGAN) to input the combined vulnerability and asset data to discriminate against 
low-value assets in your environment.

There are many other capabilities that can benefit from this contextual and data-driven



approach whether it is as advanced as building cyber risk quantification models for 
specific threats and communities, adding prioritization to CNAPP or CSPM findings, 
identifying data sources that should have Data Loss Prevention (DLP) or Data Security 
Posture Management (DSPM) resources applied to them, or real-time data processing 
to support your Security Operations Center. SecDataOps is incredibly difficult to 
mature in, but each project and metric you establish there will be exponential growth in 
maturity and data availability.
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Thank you for taking the time to read this eBook and for learning 
about the incredibly diverse and wide world of SecDataOps. It is the 
author’s hope that one day all security teams are built as SecDataOps 
teams and can harness the available data to make informed, quick, 
and highly lethal risk treatment decisions to protect their business 
and its most important asset: People.

Stay Dangerous.

Jonathan Rau
Chief Information Security Officer
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About Lightspin
Lightspin is the #1 cloud security solution for SaaS companies of all sizes. 
Agentless and easy to deploy, Lightspin’s Cloud Native Application Protection 
Platform (CNAPP) efficiently prioritizes and remediates cloud security risks in 
minutes thanks to the industry’s only Attack Path Engine built on the graph. 
Supporting Amazon Web Services, Google Public Cloud, Microsoft Azure and 
Kubernetes, Lightspin simplifies cloud security and compliance via its self-
serve offering and graph-based algorithms. Based in New York and Tel Aviv, 
Lightspin is backed by Dell Technologies Capital, IBM, and Ibex Investors. 
Leading SaaS companies such as PageUp, NEXT Insurance, and Imperva trust 
Lightspin to protect their data and workloads in the cloud.  

To learn more, visit www.lightspin.io.

http:// www.lightspin.io

